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Abstract: In the philosophy of rough set theory, the methodologies of rough soft sets and rough
fuzzy sets have been being examined to be efficient mathematical tools to deal with unpredictability.
The basic of approximations in rough set theory is based on equivalence relations. In the aftermath,
such theory is extended by arbitrary binary relations and fuzzy relations for more wide approximation
spaces. In recent years, the notion of picture hesitant fuzzy relations by Mathew et al. can be considered
as a novel extension of fuzzy relations. Then this paper proposes extended approximations into rough
soft sets and rough fuzzy sets from the viewpoint of its. We give corresponding examples to illustrate
the correctness of such approximations. The relationships between the set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy
relations with the upper (resp., lower) rough approximations of soft sets and fuzzy sets are investigated.
Especially, it is shown that every non-rough soft set and non-rough fuzzy set can be induced by set-
valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relations and set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy antisymmetric
relations. By processing the approximations and advantages in the new existing tools, some terms and
products have been applied to semigroups. Then, we provide attractive results of upper (resp., lower)
rough approximations of prime idealistic soft semigroups over semigroups and fuzzy prime ideals of
semigroups induced by set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relations on semigroups.
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1. Introduction

Most of the many concepts in our everyday life are vagueness than exact. In the notion of set theory,
another topic discussed in association with the notion of a set is vagueness [1, 2]. Consequently,
vagueness is the property of sets and can be viewed as a nettlesome problem for computer science,
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machine learning, artificial intelligence. Moreover, vagueness may be common sense reasoning based
on natural language. Rough set theory can be viewed as a specific implementation of such an idea of
vagueness. The basic of rough (inexact) sets and approximation spaces was proposed by Pawlak [3]
in 1982. Based on an equivalence relation, rough set theory expresses vagueness on the assumption
that any vague (imprecise) concept is replaced by a pair of crisp (precise) concepts so-called the upper
and the lower approximation. The following model briefly describes basic concepts in rough set theory.

For a given non-empty universal set V and an equivalence relation E on V , (V, E) is denoted as a
Pawlak’s approximation space, and [v]E is denoted as an equivalence class of v ∈ V induced by E. In
the following, let (V, E) be a given Pawlak’s approximation space and let X be a subset of V. Upon a
collection of all equivalence classes generated by all elements in V, Pawlak suggests an approximation
pattern as the following. The set

dXeE :=
⋃
v∈V

{[v]E : [v]E ∩ X , ∅}

is said to be an upper approximation of X within (V, E). The set

bXcE :=
⋃
v∈V

{[v]E : [v]E ⊆ X}

is said to be a lower approximation of X within (V, E).A difference dXeE−bXcE is said to be a boundary
region of X within (V, E). As introduced above, such sets are obtained the following interpretation.

• The upper approximation dXeE of X contains all objects which possibly belong to X. In this way,
a complement of dXeE is said to be a negative region of X within (V, E).
• The lower approximation bXcE of X consists of all objects which surely belong to X. In this way,

such the set is said to be a positive region of X within (V, E).
• dXeE − bXcE is a set of all objects, which can be classified neither as X nor as non-X using E.

In what follows, a pair (dXeE, bXcE) is said to be a rough set of X within (V, E) if dXeE − bXcE is a
non-empty set. In this way, X is said to be a rough set. X is said to be a definable (or an exact) set
within (V, E) if dXeE − bXcE is an empty set.

Observe that rough set theory expresses vagueness by employing a boundary region of a set. If the
boundary region of a set is empty it means that the set is crisp, otherwise, the set is rough. Moreover,
a non-empty boundary region of a set means that our information (or knowledge) about the set is not
adequate to define the set accurately.

Based on Zadeh’s fuzzy set theory [4], one of the developments of Pawlak’s rough set theory in
terms of fuzzy set theory is the rough set approach provides tools for approximate construction of
fuzzy membership functions. In particular, the notion of rough fuzzy sets was introduced by Dubois
and Prade [5] in 1990. Observe that a rough fuzzy set is the approximation of a fuzzy set in a crisp
approximation space.

Generally, to select the optimal objects for a decision problem of knowledge containing
uncertainties, Molodtsov’s soft set theory [6] is one of the powerful mathematical tools for dealing
with such problems. A wide range of soft set theory based on Pawlak’s rough set theory has been
discovered in the notion of rough soft sets by Feng et al. [7]. In other words, it has been shown that the
rough set approach can be used for the approximation of a set of approximate elements (or alternative
objects) of a soft set.
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The fundamental of a Pawlak’s approximation space is induced by equivalence relations, but it
has been extended to arbitrary binary relations and fuzzy binary relations (or fuzzy relations) (see
e.g., [8–13]). Observe that the several definitions of relations between two objects of knowledge can
be generated many extended approximation spaces. The concept of fuzzy relations was also proposed
by Zadeh [14] as an extension of the classic relationship. In rough set theory, approximations are
two basic operations in approximation spaces. Therefore, one of searching for approximations in
extensions, it is better to define basic notions of rough set theory in terms of extended fuzzy relations.

Due to the extension of fuzzy set theory, in 1983, Atanassov [15] proposed a generalization of
Zadeh’s fuzzy sets so-called intuitionistic fuzzy sets. When fuzzy sets give the degree of membership
of an element in a set, intuitionistic fuzzy sets give a degree of membership and a degree of non-
membership. In addition, the sum of two memberships is less than or equal to 1. Next, the notion
of intuitionistic fuzzy relations was given by Burillo and Bustince [16] in 1995. In development
continuously, there are two interesting extensions of Atanassov’s intuitionistic fuzzy sets as follows.
Neutrosophic sets introduced by Smarandache [17] in 2005, which is a generalization of fuzzy sets
and intuitionistic fuzzy sets. It is characterized by a truth membership function, an indeterminacy
membership function, and a falsity membership function. Besides, all memberships are subsets of the
nonstandard unit interval. Cuong [18] introduced an extension of intuitionistic fuzzy sets so-called
picture fuzzy sets in 2014. The notion of picture fuzzy relations was also proposed. A picture fuzzy
set expresses a degree of positive, neutral, negative memberships. Further, there is a restriction that the
sum of these three grades is less than or equal to 1.

In 2010, Torra [19] introduced an extension of Zadeh’s fuzzy sets so-called hesitant fuzzy sets. In
the management of uncertain information, the hesitant fuzzy set is used to deal with group decision-
making problems when experts have a hesitation among several possible memberships. Observe that
Smarandache’s Neutrosophic set is a generalization of hesitation fuzzy sets. In a different line, the
concept of hesitant fuzzy preference relations was proposed by Zhu [20] in 2013. This is a powerful
tool for group decision-making, and it is widely applied in many fields under evaluating problems
(see e.g., [21–23]).

The combination of picture fuzzy sets and hesitant fuzzy sets was proposed by Wang and Li [24]
in 2018. They introduced the notion of picture hesitant fuzzy sets based on properties of picture fuzzy
sets and hesitant fuzzy sets. In recent years, Mathew et al. [25] introduced the notion of picture hesitant
fuzzy relations in terms of picture hesitant fuzzy sets. This notion is an extension of fuzzy relations
under the context of set-valued functions and fuzzy logic. Observe that the notion of picture hesitant
fuzzy relations can be used for two extended approximation operations in the sense of rough set theory.

In applicability, rough set theory can solve uncertainty problems in information systems (see e.g.,
[2, 26, 27]), and it can be regarded in mathematical systems (see e.g., [10–13, 28–45]). Especially, in
semigroups, completely prime ideals, fuzzy prime ideals, and prime idealistic soft semigroups were
approximated in rough set theory. In 2006, Xiao and Zhang [28] introduced the notion of upper and
lower rough approximations of completely prime ideals and fuzzy prime ideals of semigroups induced
by congruence relations. In 2016, Wang and Zhan [35] proposed the notion of upper and lower rough
approximations of completely prime ideals and fuzzy prime ideals of semigroups based on special
congruence relations. In 2017, Wang and Zhan [36] proposed the notion of upper and lower rough
approximations of prime idealistic soft semigroups based on special congruence relations. In 2018
and 2019, Prasertpong and Siripitukdet [10–13] introduced the concept of upper and lower rough
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approximations of completely prime ideals of semigroups based on arbitrary binary relations and fuzzy
relations.

According to literature, based on picture hesitant fuzzy relations, this paper first constructs two
approximation operations to rough soft sets and rough fuzzy sets together with a corresponding
example in Section 3. Next, the relationships of the upper (resp., lower) rough approximations with
set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relations are provided. In Section 4, by making use of the novel
models above, outcomes develop to semigroups. Results of upper (resp., lower) rough approximations
of prime idealistic soft semigroups over semigroups and fuzzy prime ideals of semigroups induced by
set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relations on semigroups are verified. Besides, rough approximations
models in the view of soft semigroup homomorphism problems are discussed in detail. In the end,
some discussion and conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, let us first recall some basic notions and properties which will be necessary for
subsequent sections.

Throughout this paper, K, V and W denote non-empty sets, and P(V) represents a collection of all
subsets of V .

2.1. Some essential attributes in semigroups

Definition 2.1. [46] Let ∗ be a given binary operation on V. Recall that a semigroup is denoted by
an algebraic system (V, ∗), where ∗ is associative. For simplicity, we shall write V instead of (V, ∗). In
the following, if (V, ∗) is a semigroup, then v́ ∗ v̀ is denoted by v́v̀ for all v́, v̀ ∈ V. Given two non-empty
subsets X and Y of a semigroup V, the product X ∗ Y (simply XY) is defined by

XY = {v́v̀ : v́ ∈ X and v̀ ∈ Y}.

Definition 2.2. [47] Let V be a semigroup, and let X be a non-empty subset of V.

(i) X is said to be a subsemigroup of V if XX ⊆ X.

(ii) X is said to be a left ideal of V if VX ⊆ X.

(iii) X is said to be a right ideal of V if XV ⊆ X.

(iv) X is said to be an ideal of V if it is a left ideal and a right ideal of V.

Definition 2.3. [48] Let V be a semigroup. An ideal X of V is said to be a completely prime ideal of
V if it satisfies the property that for all v́, v̀ ∈ V, if v́v̀ ∈ X, then v́ ∈ X or v̀ ∈ X.

2.2. Some properties of fuzzy sets

Definition 2.4. [4] f is said to be a fuzzy subset of V if it is a function from V to the closed unit
interval [0, 1]. Specifically, 1V is denoted as a fuzzy subset of V defined by 1V(v) = 1 for all v ∈ V,
and 0V is denoted as a fuzzy subset of V defined by 0V(v) = 0 for all v ∈ V.

Definition 2.5. [4] Let f and g be fuzzy subsets of V.
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(i) f ⊆ g is denoted by meaning f (v) ≤ g(v) for all v ∈ V.

(ii) A fuzzy set intersection of f and g is denoted by f ∩ g, where ( f ∩ g)(v) is a minimum value of
f (v) and g(v) (simply f (v) ∧ g(v)) for all v ∈ V.

(iii) A fuzzy set union of f and g is denoted by f ∪ g, where ( f ∪ g)(v) is a maximum value of f (v) and
g(v) (simply f (v) ∨ g(v)) for all v ∈ V.

(iv) A fuzzy set complement of f is denoted by f ′, where f ′ is a function from V to [0, 1] defined by
f ′(v) = 1 − f (v) for all v ∈ V.

Definition 2.6. [26] Let f be a fuzzy subset of V and ι ∈ [0, 1]. The set

V ( f ,ι,>) := {v ∈ V : f (v) > ι}

is said to be an ι-strong level set of f .

Definition 2.7. [49] Let f be a fuzzy subset of a semigroup V. f is said to be a fuzzy ideal of V if
f (v́v̀) ≥ f (v́) ∨ f (v̀) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

Definition 2.8. [28] Let f be a fuzzy subset of a semigroup V. A fuzzy ideal f of V is said to be a fuzzy
prime ideal of V if f (v́v̀) = f (v́) or f (v́v̀) = f (v̀) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

Proposition 2.1. [28] Let f be a fuzzy subset of a semigroup V. Then f is a fuzzy ideal (resp., a fuzzy
prime ideal) of V if and only if for all ι ∈ [0, 1]; if V ( f ,ι,>) is non-empty, then V ( f ,ι,>) is an ideal (resp., a
completely prime ideal) of V.

Definition 2.9. [14] Based on Definition 2.4, an element in a collection of all fuzzy subsets of V ×W
is said to be a fuzzy relation from V to W. Given a fuzzy relation R from V to W and elements v ∈ V,
w ∈ W, the value R(v,w) in [0, 1] is a membership grade of the relation between v and w based on R.

Definition 2.10. [50, 51] Let R be a fuzzy relation from V to V.

(i) R is said to be a classical fuzzy reflexive relation if R(v, v) = 1 for all v ∈ V.

(ii) R is said to be a classical fuzzy symmetric relation if R(v́, v̀) = R(v̀, v́) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

(iii) R is said to be a classical fuzzy transitive relation if it satisfies

R(v́, v̀) ≥ sup
v∈V
{min{R(v́, v),R(v, v̀)}}

for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

(iv) R is said to be a fuzzy equivalence relation if it is a classical fuzzy reflexive relation, a classical
fuzzy symmetric relation and a classical fuzzy transitive relation.

Definition 2.11. [52] Let R be a fuzzy relation from V to V. R is said to be a classical fuzzy perfect
antisymmetric relation if for all v́, v̀ ∈ V,R(v́, v̀) > 0 and R(v̀, v́) > 0 imply v́ = v̀.

Definition 2.12. [49] Let V be a semigroup, and let R be a fuzzy relation from V to V. R is said to be
a classical fuzzy compatible relation if for all v, v́, v̀ ∈ V, R(v́v, v̀v) ≥ R(v́, v̀) and R(vv́, vv̀) ≥ R(v́, v̀).
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Throughout this paper, P([0, 1]) represents a collection of all subsets of [0, 1].

Definition 2.13. [24] Let V be a finite set. f := ( f −, f ±, f +) is said to be a picture hesitant fuzzy set
on V if f −, f ± and f + are functions from V to P([0, 1]) together with the property that

0 ≤ sup{ f −(v)} + sup{ f ±(v)} + sup{ f +(v)} ≤ 1 (2.1)

for all v ∈ V. For v ∈ V, f −(v), f ±(v) and f +(v) are three sets of several values in [0, 1], representing the
potential negative, neutral, and positive membership degrees, respectively.

Definition 2.14. [25] Let V and W be finite sets. Based on Definition 2.13, an element in a collection
of all picture hesitant fuzzy sets on V ×W is said to be a picture hesitant fuzzy relation from V to W.

2.3. Some essential definitions of soft sets

Definition 2.15. [6] Let A be a non-empty subset of K. If F is a mapping from A to P(V), then (F, A)
is said to be a soft set over V concerning for A. As the understanding of the soft set, V is said to be a
universe of all alternative objects of (F, A), and K is said to be a set of all parameters of (F, A), where
parameters are attributes, characteristics or statements of alternative objects in V. For any element
a ∈ A, F(a) is considered as a set of a-approximate elements (or a-alternative objects) of (F, A).

Definition 2.16. [53] Let A be a non-empty subset of K.

(i) A relative null soft set over V with respect to A is denoted by N∅A := (∅A, A), where ∅A is a set
valued-mapping given by ∅A(a) = ∅ for all a ∈ A.

(ii) For a soft set F := (F, A) over V with respect to A, a support of F is denoted by S upp(F), where

S uppF := {a ∈ A : F(a) , ∅}.

(iii) A relative whole soft set over V with respect to A is denoted byWVA := (VA, A), where VA is a set
valued-mapping given by VA(a) = V for all a ∈ A.

(iv) If F := (F, A) is a given soft set over V, then a relative complement of F is denoted by C(F) :=
(Fc, A), which is a soft set defined by Fc(a) = V − F(a) for all a ∈ A.

Definition 2.17. [53] Let F := (F, A) and G := (G, B) be two soft sets over a common alternative
universe with respect to non-empty subsets A and B of K, respectively.

(i) F is a soft subset of G, denoted by F b G, if A ⊆ B and F(a) ⊆ G(a) for all a ∈ A.

(ii) F is equal to G if F b G and G b F.

Definition 2.18. [54] Let F := (F, A) and G := (G, B) be two soft sets over a common alternative
universe with respect to non-empty subsets A and B of K, respectively.

(i) A restricted intersection of F and G, denoted by F e G, is defined as a soft set (H,C), where
C = A ∩ B and H(c) = F(c) ∩G(c) for all c ∈ C.

(ii) A restricted union of F and G, denoted by FdG, is defined as a soft set (H,C), where C = A∩ B
and H(c) = F(c) ∪G(c) for all c ∈ C.
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(iii) An extended intersection of F and G, denoted by F u G, is defined as a soft set (H,C), where
C = A ∪ B and

H(c) =


F(c) if c ∈ A − B,

G(c) if c ∈ B − A,

F(c) ∩G(c) if c ∈ A ∩ B

for all c ∈ C.

(iv) An extended union of F and G, denoted by FtG, is defined as a soft set (H,C), where C = A∪ B
and

H(c) =


F(c) if c ∈ A − B,

G(c) if c ∈ B − A,

F(c) ∪G(c) if c ∈ A ∩ B

for all c ∈ C.

(v) A restricted difference of F and G, denoted by F 	 G, is defined as a soft set (H,C), where
C = A ∩ B , ∅ and H(c) = F(c) −G(c) for all c ∈ C.

Definition 2.19. [55] Let F := (F, A) andG := (G, B) be two soft sets over a semigroup V with respect
to non-empty subsets A and B of K, respectively. A restricted product of F and G, denoted by F}G, is
defined as a soft set (H,C), where C = A ∩ B and H(c) = (F(c))(G(c)) for all c ∈ C.

Definition 2.20. [36] Let F := (F, A) be a soft set over a semigroup V with respect to a non-empty
subset A of K.

(i) F is said to be an idealistic soft semigroup if F(a) is an ideal of V for all a ∈ S uppF.

(ii) F is said to be a prime idealistic soft semigroup if F(a) is a completely prime ideal of V for all
a ∈ S uppF.

Definition 2.21. [56] Let F := (F, A) be a soft set over a semigroup V with respect to a non-empty
subset A of K. F is said to be a soft semigroup if F(a) is, if it is non-empty, a subsemigroup of V for all
a ∈ A.

Definition 2.22. [56] Let F := (F, A) be a soft semigroup over a semigroup V with respect to a non-
empty subset A of K, and let G := (G, B) be a soft semigroup over a semigroup W with respect to a
non-empty subset B of K. If Θ : V → W is an epimorphism and Ξ : A→ B is a surjective function such
that Θ(F(a)) = G(Ξ(a)) for all a ∈ A, then (Θ,Ξ)h is said to be a soft homomorphism from F to G.

2.4. Variations of rough sets

Definition 2.23. [5] Let (V, E) be a Pawlak’s approximation space, and let f be a fuzzy subset of V.
An upper rough approximation of f within (V, E) is defined by the fuzzy subset p f qE of V, where

p f qE(v́) = sup{ f (v̀) : v̀ ∈ [v́]E}

for all v́ ∈ V. A lower rough approximation of f within (V, E) is defined by the fuzzy subset x f yE of V,
where

x f yE(v́) = inf{ f (v̀) : v̀ ∈ [v́]E}
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for all v́ ∈ V. f is said to be a definable fuzzy set within (V, E) if p f qE = x f yE; otherwise f is said to
be a rough fuzzy set within (V, E).

Definition 2.24. [7] Let (V, E) be a Pawlak’s approximation space, and let F := (F, A) be a soft set
over V. An upper rough approximation of F within (V, E) is denoted by FeE := (FeE, A), where

FeE(a) = dF(a)eE

for all a ∈ A. A lower rough approximation of F within (V, E) is denoted by FcE := (FcE, A), where

FcE(a) = bF(a)cE

for all a ∈ A. F is said to be a definable soft set within (V, E) if FeE = FcE; otherwise F is said to be a
rough soft set within (V, E).

Definition 2.25. [10] Let R be a fuzzy relation from V to W, and let α ∈ [0, 1]. For an element v ∈ V,

[v]s
R,α := {w ∈ W : R(v,w) ≥ α}

is said to be a successor class of v with respect to α-level based on R.

Definition 2.26. [10] Let R be a fuzzy relation from V to W, and let α ∈ [0, 1]. For an element v ∈ V,

[v]cs
R,α := {v̇ ∈ V : [v]s

R,α = (v̇)s
R,α}

is said to be a core of the successor class of v with respect to α-level based on R. [V]cs
R,α is denoted as

a collection of [v]cs
R,α for all v ∈ V.

Definition 2.27. [10] If α ∈ [0, 1] and R is a fuzzy relation from V to W related to [V]cs
R,α, then

(V,W, [V]cs
R,α) is said to be an approximation space based on [V]cs

R,α.

Definition 2.28. [10] Let (V,W, [V]cs
R,α) be an approximation space based on [V]cs

R,α, and let X be a
non-empty subset of V. An upper approximation of X within (V,W, [V]cs

R,α) is denoted by dXecs
R,α, where

dXecs
R,α :=

⋃
v∈V

{[v]cs
R,α : [v]cs

R,α ∩ X , ∅}.

A lower approximation of X within (V,W, [V]cs
R,α) is denoted by bXccs

R,α, where

bXccs
R,α :=

⋃
v∈V

{[v]cs
R,α : [v]cs

R,α ⊆ X}.

A boundary region of X within (V,W, [V]cs
R,α) is defined by dXecs

R,α − bXc
cs
R,α. We say that (dXecs

R,α, bXc
cs
R,α)

is a rough set of X within (V,W, [V]cs
R,α) if dXecs

R,α − bXc
cs
R,α is a non-empty set. X is said to be a definable

set within (V,W, [V]cs
R,α) if dXecs

R,α − bXc
cs
R,α is an empty set.
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3. Rough soft sets and rough fuzzy sets induced by set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relations

In this section, we first develop the character of the picture hesitant fuzzy set under infinite sets.
We can use it to build some properties of a picture hesitant fuzzy relation. We construct rough
approximation models for soft sets and fuzzy sets induced by picture hesitant fuzzy relations. Then we
can also use it to give some properties related to upper (resp., lower) rough approximations of soft sets
and fuzzy sets.

Throughout the entire remainder, A and B are two non-empty subsets of K such that A ∩ B is
non-empty.

According to Definition 2.13, a universal set is defined as an infinite set in this work. For picture
hesitant fuzzy sets f := ( f −, f ±, f +) and g := (g−, g±, g+) on V, an inclusion relation of f and g is
defined as follows:

f ⊆ir g if f −(v) ⊇ g−(v), f ±(v) = g±(v)(iff f ±(v) ⊇ g±(v) and f ±(v) ⊆ g±(v)) and f +(v) ⊆ g+(v)

for all v ∈ V. Furthermore, given two elements (α, β), (γ, δ) ∈ P([0, 1])×P([0, 1]), we define set-valued
relations of (α, β) and (γ, δ) as follows:

(i) (α, β) = (γ, δ) if α = γ and β = δ;

(ii) (α, β) ⊆sr (γ, δ) if α ⊇ γ and β ⊆ δ.

Applying Definitions 2.10 and 2.11 to progress, we shall introduce some types of a new picture
hesitant fuzzy relation on a single universe as Definition 3.1 below. In order to find the maximum value
in [0, 1] of relationships between two elements based on Definitions 2.13 and 2.14, inequality (2.1) is
redefined that for all v ∈ V, there exists w ∈ W such that

max{sup{R−(v,w)}, sup{R±(v,w)}, sup{R+(v,w)} = 1. (3.1)

Then (R−,R±,R+) is called a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relation from V to W. Observe that
there exist functions R−,R± and R+ from V × W to P([0, 1]) such that the supremum of membership
degrees is 1.

Definition 3.1. Let R := (R−,R±,R+) be a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relation from V to V.

(i) R is called a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation if

• R+(v, v) = [0, 1] for all v ∈ V;
• R±(v, v) is either (0, 1] or the others in {(0, 1), [0, 1)} for all v ∈ V;
• R−(v, v) = ∅ for all v ∈ V.

(ii) R is called a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy symmetric relation if

• R+(v́, v̀) = R+(v̀, v́) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V;
• R±(v́, v̀) = R±(v̀, v́) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V;
• R−(v́, v̀) = R−(v̀, v́) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

(iii) R is called a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation if
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•
⋃

v∈V(R+(v́, v) ∩ R+(v, v̀)) ⊆ R+(v́, v̀) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V;
•
⋃

v∈V(R±(v́, v) ∩ R±(v, v̀)) ⊆ R±(v́, v̀) ⊆
⋂

v∈V(R±(v́, v) ∪ R±(v, v̀)) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V;
•
⋂

v∈V(R−(v́, v) ∪ R−(v, v̀)) ⊇ R−(v́, v̀) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

(iv) R is called a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy antisymmetric relation if

• for all v́, v̀ ∈ V, if R+(v́, v̀) , ∅ and R+(v̀, v́) , ∅, then v́ = v̀;
• for all v́, v̀ ∈ V, if R±(v́, v̀) and R±(v̀, v́) is neither ∅ nor [0, 1], then v́ = v̀;
• for all v́, v̀ ∈ V, if R−(v́, v̀) , [0, 1] and R−(v̀, v́) , [0, 1], then v́ = v̀.

(v) R is called a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy equivalence relation if it is a set-valued picture
hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation, a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy symmetric relation and a set-
valued picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation.

According to Definition 3.1, we assume that a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relation R :=
(R−,R±,R+) from V to V is defined by square matrix representations R−M,R

±
M,R

+
M as follows:

R−M :=
[
v̇i j := R−(vi, v j)

]
,R±M :=

[
v̈i j := R±(vi, v j)

]
,R+

M :=
[...v i j := R+(vi, v j)

]
∈ Mn(P([0, 1])),

where

v̇i j =

∅ if i ≥ j,

[0, 1] if i < j,

v̈i j =

(0, 1] if i ≥ j,

∅ if i < j

and
...v i j =

[0, 1] if i ≥ j,

∅ if i < j.

Therefore, it is easy to verify that R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation, a set-valued
picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation and a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy antisymmetric relation.

As expressed above, observe that during the evaluating process of each relationship between
two elements of V in this simple example, however, these possible memberships maybe not only
crisp values in [0, 1], but also interval values (or subsets of [0, 1]). In addition, we see that there
exist approximation functions R−,R± and R+ such that relationships between two elements have the
maximum value belongs to [0, 1], which it satisfies Eq (3.1).

Definition 3.2. Let R := (R−,R±,R+) be a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relation from V to W, and
let (α, β) ∈ P([0, 1]) × P([0, 1]). For an element v ∈ V, we call

[v]s
R,(α,β) := {w ∈ W : R−(v,w) ⊆ α, ∅ ⊂ R±(v,w) ⊂ [0, 1] and R+(v,w) ⊇ β, }

a successor class of v with respect to (α, β)-inclusion based on R. We generally denote by [V]s
R,(α,β) a

collection of [v]s
R,(α,β) for all v ∈ V.

Proposition 3.1. If R := (R−,R±,R+) is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation from V to
V and (α, β) ∈ P([0, 1]) × P([0, 1]), then v ∈ [v]s

R,(α,β) for all v ∈ V.
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Proof. Suppose that R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation from V to V and (α, β) ∈
P([0, 1]) × P([0, 1]). Let v ∈ V be given, then

R−(v, v) = ∅ ⊆ α and R+(v, v) = [0, 1] ⊇ β.

Next, we consider the following three cases.
Case 1. If R±(v, v) = (0, 1], then ∅ ⊂ R±(v, v) ⊂ [0, 1].
Case 2. If R±(v, v) = (0, 1), then ∅ ⊂ R±(v, v) ⊂ [0, 1].
Case 3. If R±(v, v) = [0, 1), then ∅ ⊂ R±(v, v) ⊂ [0, 1].

This implies that v ∈ [v]s
R,(α,β). �

Definition 3.3. Let R := (R−,R±,R+) be a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relation from V to W, and
let (α, β) ∈ P([0, 1]) × P([0, 1]). For an element v ∈ V, we call

[v]cs
R,(α,β) := {v̇ ∈ V : [v]s

R,(α,β) = [v̇]s
R,(α,β)}

a core of the successor class of v with respect to (α, β)-inclusion based on R. We shall denote by
[V]cs

R,(α,β) a collection of [v]cs
R,(α,β) for all v ∈ V.

Due to Definition 3.3, the following two statements hold.

Proposition 3.2. If R := (R−,R±,R+) is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relation from V to W and
(α, β) ∈ P([0, 1]) × P([0, 1]), then v ∈ [v]cs

R,(α,β) for all v ∈ V.

Proposition 3.3. If R := (R−,R±,R+) is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relation from V to W and
(α, β) ∈ P([0, 1]) × P([0, 1]), then the following two arguments are equivalent.

(i) v́ ∈ [v̀]cs
R,(α,β) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

(ii) [v́]cs
R,(α,β) = [v̀]cs

R,(α,β) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

Remark 3.1. Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 indicate that if R := (R−,R±,R+) is a set-valued picture hesitant
fuzzy relation from V to W and (α, β) ∈ P([0, 1]) × P([0, 1]), then [V]cs

R,(α,β) is the partition of V.

For Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 in the following, proofs are straightforward.

Proposition 3.4. If R := (R−,R±,R+) is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation from V to
V and (α, β) ∈ P([0, 1]) × P([0, 1]), then [v]cs

R,(α,β) ⊆ [v]s
R,(α,β) for all v ∈ V.

Proposition 3.5. If R := (R−,R±,R+) is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy symmetric relation and a
set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation from V to V and (α, β) ∈ P([0, 1]) × P([0, 1]), then
[v]s

R,(α,β) ⊆ [v]cs
R,(α,β) for all v ∈ V.

According to Remark 3.1, Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, we have immediately the following
propositions.

Proposition 3.6. If R := (R−,R±,R+) is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy equivalence relation from V
to V and (α, β) ∈ P([0, 1]) × P([0, 1]), then [V]s

R,(α,β) is the partition of V.

Proposition 3.7. If R := (R−,R±,R+) is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation and a
set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy antisymmetric relation from V to V and (α, β) ∈ P([0, 1])\{[0, 1]} ×
P([0, 1])\{∅}, then the following statements are equivalent.
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(i) v́ = v̀ for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

(ii) [v́]cs
R,(α,β) = [v̀]cs

R,(α,β) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

(iii) v́ ∈ [v̀]cs
R,(α,β) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

Proof. It is clear that (i) implies (ii). Due to Proposition 3.3, we obtain that (ii) implies (iii). In order
to prove that (iii) implies (i), let v1, v2 ∈ V. Suppose v1 ∈ [v2]cs

R,(α,β). Then [v1]s
R,(α,β) = [v2]s

R,(α,β). Since R
is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation, we have v1 ∈ [v1]s

R,(α,β) and v2 ∈ [v2]s
R,(α,β) due to

Proposition 3.1. We see that v1 ∈ [v2]s
R,(α,β) and v2 ∈ [v1]s

R,(α,β). Thus,

R−(v2, v1) ⊆ α , [0, 1], ∅ ⊂ R±(v2, v1) ⊂ [0, 1] and R+(v2, v1) ⊇ β , ∅

and
R−(v1, v2) ⊆ α , [0, 1], ∅ ⊂ R±(v1, v2) ⊂ [0, 1] and R+(v1, v2) ⊇ β , ∅.

Since R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy antisymmetric relation, we obtain that v1 = v2

as required. �

In the following, upper and lower rough approximations of soft sets and fuzzy sets are being
considered under set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relations.

Definition 3.4. If (α, β) ∈ P([0, 1]) × P([0, 1]) and R := (R−,R±,R+) is a set-valued picture hesitant
fuzzy relation from V to W related to [V]cs

R,(α,β), then (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)) is called an approximation space

based on [V]cs
R,(α,β). In this way, we call (V,W, [V]cs

R,(α,β)) an approximation space type I.

According to Definition 3.4, observe that (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)) can be considered as an extended

approximation space of the approximation space in Definition 2.27 under the property of set-valued
picture hesitant fuzzy relations.

Definition 3.5. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I, and let F := (F, A) be

a soft set over V. An upper rough approximation of F within (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)) is denoted by Fecs

R,(α,β) :=
(Fecs

R,(α,β), A), where

Fecs
R,(α,β)(a) =

⋃
v∈V

{[v]cs
R,(α,β) : [v]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(a) , ∅} (3.2)

for all a ∈ A. A lower rough approximation of F within (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)) is denoted by Fccs

R,(α,β) :=
(Fccs

R,(α,β), A), where

Fccs
R,(α,β)(a) =

⋃
v∈V

{[v]cs
R,(α,β) : [v]cs

R,(α,β) ⊆ F(a)} (3.3)

for all a ∈ A. A boundary region of F within (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)) is denoted by F]cs

R,(α,β) := (F]cs
R,(α,β), A),

where
(F]cs

R,(α,β), A) = Fecs
R,(α,β) 	 Fc

cs
R,(α,β).

As introduced above, such sets are obtained the following interpretations.

(i) Fecs
R,(α,β)(a) contains all objects which possibly belong to F(a) for all a ∈ A. In this way, a

complement of Fecs
R,(α,β)(a) is said to be a negative region of F(a) within (V,W, [V]cs

R,(α,β)) for all
a ∈ A.
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(ii) Fccs
R,(α,β)(a) consists of all objects which surely belong to F(a) for all a ∈ A. In this way, such the

set is said to be a positive region of F(a) within (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)) for all a ∈ A.

(iii) F]cs
R,(α,β)(a) is a set of all objects, which can be classified neither as F(a) nor as non F(a) using R

for all a ∈ A.

In what follows, for all a ∈ A, if F]cs
R,(α,β)(a) , ∅, then (Fecs

R,(α,β)(a), Fccs
R,(α,β)(a)) is called a rough

(or an inexact) set of F(a) within (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)), and we call F(a) a rough set. For all a ∈ A, if

F]cs
R,(α,β)(a) = ∅, then F(a) is called a definable (or an exact) set within (V,W, [V]cs

R,(α,β)). The soft set F
is called a definable soft set within (V,W, [V]cs

R,(α,β)) if F]cs
R,(α,β) = N∅A; otherwise F is called a rough soft

set within (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)).

In view of Definition 3.5, we consider the following example under crisp sets.

Example 3.1. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R+),(∅,[0,1])) be a given approximation space type I, where V = {vn :=

n : n is a natural number},W = {wn := n : n is an integer} and R is a set-valued picture hesitant
fuzzy relation from V to W defined by

R+(v,w) =

[0, 1] if 5|v − w,

∅ if 5 - v − w,

R±(v,w) =

[0, 1) if 5|v − w,

∅ if 5 - v − w

and

R−(v,w) =

∅ if 5|v − w,

[0, 1] if 5 - v − w

for all (v,w) ∈ V ×W. Observe that if n is a natural number, then
[v5n−4]s

R,(∅,[0,1]) = {w5i−4 : i is an integer},
[v5n−3]s

R,(∅,[0,1]) = {w5i−3 : i is an integer},
[v5n−2]s

R,(∅,[0,1]) = {w5i−2 : i is an integer},
[v5n−1]s

R,(∅,[0,1]) = {w5i−1 : i is an integer} and
[v5n]s

R,(∅,[0,1]) = {w5i : i is an integer},
which yields

[v5n−4]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]) = {v5i−4 : i is a natural number},

[v5n−3]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]) = {v5i−3 : i is a natural number},

[v5n−2]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]) = {v5i−2 : i is a natural number},

[v5n−1]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]) = {v5i−1 : i is a natural number} and

[v5n]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]) = {v5i : i is a natural number}.

If F := (F, A) is a soft set over V defined by

F(a) = {v5i−2 : i is a natural number} ∪ {v5i : i is a natural number with 20 ≤ i ≤ 100}

for all a ∈ A, then we observe that
Fecs

R,(∅,[0,1])(a) = {v5i−2 : i is a natural number} ∪ {v5i : i is a natural number},
Fccs

R,(∅,[0,1])(a) = {v5i−2 : i is a natural number} and
F]cs

R,(∅,[0,1])(a) = {v5i : i is a natural number}
for all a ∈ A. This implies that F is a rough soft set within (V,W, [V]cs

R,(∅,[0,1])).
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Remark 3.2. If (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) is an approximation space type I and F := (F, A) is a soft set

over V, then it is easy to see that Fccs
R,(α,β) b F b Fe

cs
R,(α,β).

The terminology of Definition 3.5 has some basic properties that we collect in the next four
propositions.

Proposition 3.8. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I, and let F := (F, A)

be a given soft set over V. According to Eqs (3.2) and (3.3) in Definition 3.5, we have the following
statements:

(i) Fecs
R,(α,β)(a) = {v ∈ V : [v]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(a) , ∅} for all a ∈ A.

(ii) Fccs
R,(α,β)(a) = {v ∈ V : [v]cs

R,(α,β) ⊆ F(a)} for all a ∈ A.

Proposition 3.9. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I, and let F := (F, A) be

a soft set over V. Then we have the following statements:

(i) If F = WVA , then F is equal to Fecs
R,(α,β) and Fccs

R,(α,β). Moreover, F is a definable soft set within
(V,W, [V]cs

R,(α,β)).

(ii) If F = N∅A , then F is equal to Fecs
R,(α,β) and Fccs

R,(α,β). Moreover, F is a definable soft set within
(V,W, [V]cs

R,(α,β)).

(iii) (Fecs
R,(α,β))e

cs
R,(α,β) = Fecs

R,(α,β).

(iv) (Fccs
R,(α,β))c

cs
R,(α,β) = Fccs

R,(α,β).

(v) (Fecs
R,(α,β))c

cs
R,(α,β) = Fecs

R,(α,β).

(vi) (Fccs
R,(α,β))e

cs
R,(α,β) = Fccs

R,(α,β).

(vii) C(F)ccs
R,(α,β) = C(Fecs

R,(α,β)).

(viii) C(Fecs
R,(α,β))e

cs
R,(α,β) = C(Fecs

R,(α,β)).

(ix) C(Fccs
R,(α,β))c

cs
R,(α,β) = C(Fccs

R,(α,β)).

(x) C(C(Fccs
R,(α,β))) = Fecs

R,(α,β).

(xi) C(C(Fecs
R,(α,β))) = Fccs

R,(α,β).

Proposition 3.10. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I, and let F := (F, A)

and G := (G, B) be soft sets over V. Then we have the following statements:

(i) (F eG)ecs
R,(α,β) b Fe

cs
R,(α,β) eGe

cs
R,(α,β).

(ii) (F eG)ccs
R,(α,β) = Fccs

R,(α,β) eGc
cs
R,(α,β).

(iii) (F uG)ecs
R,(α,β) b Fe

cs
R,(α,β) uGe

cs
R,(α,β).

(iv) (F uG)ccs
R,(α,β) = Fccs

R,(α,β) uGc
cs
R,(α,β).

(v) Fecs
R,(α,β) dGe

cs
R,(α,β) = (F dG)ecs

R,(α,β).
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(vi) Fccs
R,(α,β) dGc

cs
R,(α,β) b (F dG)ccs

R,(α,β).

(vii) Fecs
R,(α,β) tGe

cs
R,(α,β) = (F tG)ecs

R,(α,β).

(viii) Fccs
R,(α,β) tGc

cs
R,(α,β) b (F tG)ccs

R,(α,β).

Proposition 3.11. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I, and let F := (F, A)

and G := (G, B) be given soft sets over V. If F b G, then Fecs
R,(α,β) b Ge

cs
R,(α,β) and Fccs

R,(α,β) b Gc
cs
R,(α,β).

Proposition 3.12. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) and (V,V, [V]cs

S :=(S −,S ±,S +),(γ,δ)) be two approximation
spaces type I with the property that the inclusion relation of the set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy
reflexive relation R and the set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation S is R ⊆ir S , and
(γ, δ) ⊆sr (α, β). If F := (F, A) is a soft set over V, then Fecs

R,(α,β) b Fe
cs
S ,(γ,δ) and Fccs

S ,(γ,δ) b Fc
cs
R,(α,β).

Proof. Assume that F is a soft set over V and a ∈ A. Let v1 ∈ Fecs
R,(α,β)(a), then [v1]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(a) , ∅.
Let v2 ∈ [v1]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(a), then [v1]s
R,(α,β) = [v2]s

R,(α,β). Since R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy
reflexive relation, we obtain that v1 ∈ [v1]s

R,(α,β) and v2 ∈ [v2]s
R,(α,β) due to Proposition 3.1. Observe that

v1 ∈ [v2]s
R,(α,β) and v2 ∈ [v1]s

R,(α,β). Whence

S −(v2, v1) ⊆ R−(v2, v1) ⊆ α ⊆ γ, S −(v1, v2) ⊆ R−(v1, v2) ⊆ α ⊆ γ,

∅ ⊂ S ±(v2, v1) = R±(v2, v1) ⊂ [0, 1], ∅ ⊂ S ±(v1, v2) = R±(v1, v2) ⊂ [0, 1]

and
S +(v2, v1) ⊇ R+(v2, v1) ⊇ β ⊇ δ, S +(v1, v2) ⊇ R+(v1, v2) ⊇ β ⊇ δ.

We shall prove that [v1]s
S ,(γ,δ) = [v2]s

S ,(γ,δ). Let v3 ∈ [v2]s
S ,(γ,δ), then

S −(v2, v3) ⊆ γ, ∅ ⊂ S ±(v2, v3) ⊂ [0, 1] and S +(v2, v3) ⊇ δ.

Since S is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation, we see that

S −(v1, v3) ⊆
⋂
v∈V

(S −(v1, v) ∪ S −(v, v3))

⊆ S −(v1, v2) ∪ S −(v2, v3)
⊆ γ ∪ γ

= γ,

S ±(v1, v3) ⊆
⋂
v∈V

(S ±(v1, v) ∪ S ±(v, v3))

⊆ S ±(v1, v2) ∪ S ±(v2, v3)
⊂ [0, 1] ∪ [0, 1]
= [0, 1],
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S ±(v1, v3) ⊇
⋃
v∈V

(S ±(v1, v) ∩ S ±(v, v3))

⊇ S ±(v1, v2) ∩ S ±(v2, v3)
⊃ ∅ ∩ ∅

= ∅

and

S +(v1, v3) ⊇
⋃
v∈V

(S +(v1, v) ∩ S +(v, v3))

⊇ S +(v1, v2) ∩ S +(v2, v3)
⊇ δ ∩ δ

= δ.

Whence v3 ∈ [v1]s
S ,(γ,δ), which yields [v2]s

S ,(γ,δ) ⊆ [v1]s
S ,(γ,δ). On the other hand, we can verify that

[v1]s
S ,(γ,δ) ⊆ [v2]s

S ,(γ,δ). Thus, [v1]s
S ,(γ,δ) = [v2]s

S ,(γ,δ). Whence v2 ∈ [v1]cs
S ,(γ,δ). Observe that v2 ∈ [v1]cs

S ,(γ,δ) ∩

F(a). Hence [v1]cs
S ,(γ,δ) ∩ F(a) , ∅, which yields v1 ∈ Fecs

S ,(γ,δ)(a). Therefore, Fecs
R,(α,β)(a) ⊆ Fecs

S ,(γ,δ)(a).
This means that Fecs

R,(α,β) b Fe
cs
S ,(γ,δ).

To prove that Fccs
S ,(γ,δ) b Fc

cs
R,(α,β), let v4 ∈ Fccs

S ,(γ,δ)(a), then [v4]cs
S ,(γ,δ) ⊆ F(a). It suffices to prove that

[v4]cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ [v4]cs

S ,(γ,δ). Suppose v5 ∈ [v4]cs
R,(α,β), then [v4]s

R,(α,β) = [v5]s
R,(α,β). Since R is a set-valued picture

hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation, we have v4 ∈ [v4]s
R,(α,β) and v5 ∈ [v5]s

R,(α,β) due to Proposition 3.1. We
observe that v4 ∈ [v5]s

R,(α,β) and v5 ∈ [v4]s
R,(α,β). Thus,

S −(v5, v4) ⊆ R−(v5, v4) ⊆ α ⊆ γ, S −(v4, v5) ⊆ R−(v4, v5) ⊆ α ⊆ γ,

∅ ⊂ S ±(v5, v4) = R±(v5, v4) ⊂ [0, 1], ∅ ⊂ S ±(v4, v5) = R±(v4, v5) ⊂ [0, 1]

and
S +(v5, v4) ⊇ R+(v5, v4) ⊇ β ⊇ δ, S +(v4, v5) ⊇ R+(v4, v5) ⊇ β ⊇ δ.

We shall show that [v4]s
S ,(γ,δ) = [v5]s

S ,(γ,δ). Assume v6 ∈ [v5]s
S ,(γ,δ), then

S −(v5, v6) ⊆ γ, ∅ ⊂ S ±(v5, v6) ⊂ [0, 1] and S +(v5, v6) ⊇ δ.

Since S is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation, we observe that

S −(v4, v6) ⊆
⋂
v∈V

(S −(v4, v) ∪ S −(v, v6))

⊆ S −(v4, v5) ∪ S −(v5, v6)
⊆ γ ∪ γ

= γ,
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S ±(v4, v6) ⊆
⋂
v∈V

(S ±(v4, v) ∪ S ±(v, v6))

⊆ S ±(v4, v5) ∪ S ±(v5, v6)
⊂ [0, 1] ∪ [0, 1]
= [0, 1],

S ±(v4, v6) ⊇
⋃
v∈V

(S ±(v4, v) ∩ S ±(v, v6))

⊇ S ±(v4, v5) ∩ S ±(v5, v6)
⊃ ∅ ∩ ∅

= ∅

and

S +(v4, v6) ⊇
⋃
v∈V

(S +(v4, v) ∩ S +(v, v6))

⊇ S +(v4, v5) ∩ S +(v5, v6)
⊇ δ ∩ δ

= δ.

We get v6 ∈ [v4]s
S ,(γ,δ). Hence [v5]s

S ,(γ,δ) ⊆ [v4]s
S ,(γ,δ). Conversely, we can find that [v4]s

S ,(γ,δ) ⊆ [v5]s
S ,(γ,δ).

Thus, [v4]s
S ,(γ,δ) = [v5]s

S ,(γ,δ). Whence v5 ∈ [v4]cs
S ,(γ,δ). Hence [v4]cs

R,(α,β) ⊆ [v4]cs
S ,(γ,δ) ⊆ F(a). Therefore

v4 ∈ Fccs
R,(α,β)(a), which yields Fccs

S ,(γ,δ)(a) ⊆ Fccs
R,(α,β)(a). This implies that Fccs

S ,(γ,δ) b Fc
cs
R,(α,β). The proof

is complete. �

Proposition 3.13. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I with the property

that R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation and a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy
antisymmetric relation and (α, β) ∈ P([0, 1])\{[0, 1]} × P([0, 1])\{∅}. If F := (F, A) is a soft set over V,
then F is a definable soft set within (V,V, [V]cs

R,(α,β)).

Proof. By Remark 3.2, it is true that Fccs
R,(α,β) b Fe

cs
R,(α,β). Let a ∈ A and v1 ∈ Fecs

R,(α,β)(a), then [v1]cs
R,(α,β)∩

F(a) , ∅. Let v2 ∈ [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ F(a). By Proposition 3.7, we get that v1 = v2. We must prove that

[v1]cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ F(a). Let v3 ∈ [v1]cs

R,(α,β), then v1 = v3 due to Proposition 3.7. Hence v3 = v2 ∈ F(a), which
implies that [v1]cs

R,(α,β) ⊆ F(a). Thus v1 ∈ Fccs
R,(α,β)(a). Whence Fecs

R,(α,β)(a) ⊆ Fccs
R,(α,β)(a). Therefore

Fecs
R,(α,β) b Fc

cs
R,(α,β). Thus, Fecs

R,(α,β) is equal to Fccs
R,(α,β). As a consequence, F is a definable soft set within

(V,V, [V]cs
R,(α,β)). �

We consider the following example.

Example 3.2. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R+),(∅,[0,1])) be a given approximation space type I, where V = {vn :=

2n−1 : n is a natural number} and R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation and a set-
valued picture hesitant fuzzy antisymmetric relation from V to V defined by

R+(v́, v̀) =

[0, 1] if v́ ≥ v̀,

∅ if v́ < v̀,
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R±(v́, v̀) =

(0, 1] if v́ ≥ v̀,

[0, 1] if v́ < v̀

and

R−(v́, v̀) =

∅ if v́ ≥ v̀,

[0, 1] if v́ < v̀

for all v́, v̀ ∈ V. Observe that if n is a natural number, then [vn]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]) = {vn}. This implies that if

F := (F, A) is a soft set over V, then it is easy to see that Fccs
R,(∅,[0,1]),F and Fecs

R,(∅,[0,1]) are identical. It
follows that F is a definable soft set within (V,V, [V]cs

R,(∅,[0,1])).

Definition 3.6. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type I. Let f be a fuzzy

subset of V. An upper rough approximation of f within (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)) is defined by the fuzzy subset

p f qcs
R,(α,β) of V, where

p f qcs
R,(α,β)(v́) = sup{ f (v̀) : v̀ ∈ [v́]cs

R,(α,β)}

for all v́ ∈ V. A lower rough approximation of f within (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)) is defined by the fuzzy subset

x f ycs
R,(α,β) of V, where

x f ycs
R,(α,β)(v́) = inf{ f (v̀) : v̀ ∈ [v́]cs

R,(α,β)}

for all v́ ∈ V. f is called a definable fuzzy set within (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)) if p f qcs

R,(α,β) = x f ycs
R,(α,β); otherwise

f is called a rough fuzzy set within (V,W, [V]cs
R,(α,β)).

Example 3.3 below illustrates Definition 3.6.

Example 3.3. Based on (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(∅,[0,1])) in Example 3.1, suppose that f is a fuzzy subset of

V defined by

f (v) =
1
v

for all v ∈ V. Observe that if n is a natural number, then

p f qcs
R,(∅,[0,1])(vn) =



1 if vn ∈ [v5n−4]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]),

1
2 if vn ∈ [v5n−3]cs

R,(∅,[0,1]),
1
3 if vn ∈ [v5n−2]cs

R,(∅,[0,1]),
1
4 if vn ∈ [v5n−1]cs

R,(∅,[0,1]),
1
5 if vn ∈ [v5n]cs

R,(∅,[0,1]),

and we also have x f ycs
R,(∅,[0,1])(vn) = 0. Therefore, f is a rough fuzzy set within (V,W, [V]cs

R,(∅,[0,1])).

Remark 3.3. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type I. If f is a fuzzy subset

of V, then it is easily obtained that x f ycs
R,(α,β) ⊆ f ⊆ p f qcs

R,(α,β).

For three propositions below, the proofs of all the parts can be proved under Definition 3.6.

Proposition 3.14. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type I. If f is a fuzzy

subset of V, then we have the following statements:

(i) If f = 1V , then f is equal to p f qcs
R,(α,β) and x f ycs

R,(α,β). Moreover, f is a definable fuzzy set within
(V,W, [V]cs

R,(α,β)).
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(ii) If f = 0V , then f is equal to p f qcs
R,(α,β) and x f ycs

R,(α,β). Moreover, f is a definable fuzzy set within
(V,W, [V]cs

R,(α,β)).

(iii) p(p f qcs
R,(α,β))q

cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ p f qcs

R,(α,β).

(iv) x f ycs
R,(α,β) ⊆ x(x f ycs

R,(α,β))y
cs
R,(α,β).

(v) f ⊆ x(p f qcs
R,(α,β))y

cs
R,(α,β).

(vi) p(x f ycs
R,(α,β))q

cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ f .

(vii) x f ′ycs
R,(α,β) = (p f qcs

R,(α,β))
′.

(viii) p f ′qcs
R,(α,β) = (x f ycs

R,(α,β))
′.

Proposition 3.15. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type I, and let f and g

be fuzzy subsets of V, then we have the following statements:

(i) p f ∩ gqcs
R,(α,β) ⊆ p f qcs

R,(α,β) ∩ pgq
cs
R,(α,β).

(ii) x f ∩ gycs
R,(α,β) = x f ycs

R,(α,β) ∩ xgy
cs
R,(α,β).

(iii) p f ∪ gqcs
R,(α,β) = p f qcs

R,(α,β) ∪ pgq
cs
R,(α,β).

(iv) x f ∪ gycs
R,(α,β) ⊇ x f ycs

R,(α,β) ∪ xgy
cs
R,(α,β).

Proposition 3.16. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I, and let f and g be

fuzzy subsets of V. If f ⊆ g, then p f qcs
R,(α,β) ⊆ pgq

cs
R,(α,β) and x f ycs

R,(α,β) ⊆ xgy
cs
R,(α,β).

Proposition 3.17. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) and (V,W, [V]cs

S :=(S −,S ±,S +),(α,β)) be approximation spaces
type I, where R ⊆ir S and (γ, δ) ⊆sr (α, β). If f is a fuzzy subset of V, then p f qcs

R,(α,β) ⊆ p f qcs
S ,(γ,δ) and

x f ycs
S ,(γ,δ) ⊆ x f ycs

R,(α,β).

Proof. Suppose f is a fuzzy subset over V and v́ ∈ V. Then

p f qcs
R,(α,β)(v́) = sup{ f (v̀) : v̀ ∈ [v́]cs

R,(α,β)}

= sup
v̀∈V
{ f (v̀) : R−(v́, v̀) ⊆ α, ∅ ⊂ R±(v́, v̀) ⊂ [0, 1] and R+(v́, v̀) ⊇ β}

≤ sup
v̀∈V
{ f (v̀) : S −(v́, v̀) ⊆ γ, ∅ ⊂ S ±(v́, v̀) ⊂ [0, 1] and S +(v́, v̀) ⊇ δ}

= p f qcs
S ,(γ,δ)(v́).

Therefore p f qcs
R,(α,β) ⊆ p f qcs

S ,(α,β). By the fact that

x f ycs
R,(α,β)(v́) = inf{ f (v̀) : v̀ ∈ [v́]cs

R,(α,β)}

= inf
v̀∈V
{ f (v̀) : R−(v́, v̀) ⊆ α, ∅ ⊂ R±(v́, v̀) ⊂ [0, 1] and R+(v́, v̀) ⊇ β}

≥ inf
v̀∈V
{ f (v̀) : S −(v́, v̀) ⊆ γ, ∅ ⊂ S ±(v́, v̀) ⊂ [0, 1] and S +(v́, v̀) ⊇ δ}

= inf{ f (v̀) : v̀ ∈ [v́]cs
S ,(γ,δ)}

= x f ycs
S ,(γ,δ)(v́),

it follows that x f ycs
S ,(α,β) ⊆ x f ycs

R,(α,β). �
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Proposition 3.18. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I with the property

that R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation and a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy
antisymmetric relation and (α, β) ∈ P([0, 1])\{[0, 1]} × P([0, 1])\{∅}. If f is a fuzzy subset of V, then f
is a definable fuzzy set within (V,V, [V]cs

R,(α,β)).

Proof. Assume f is a fuzzy subset of V and v́ ∈ V. By Proposition 3.7, we see that

p f qcs
R,(α,β)(v́) = sup{ f (v̀) : v̀ ∈ [v́]cs

R,(α,β)}

= sup
v̀∈V
{ f (v̀) : v́ = v̀}

= sup{ f (v́)}
= f (v́).

Similarly, we can prove that x f ycs
R,(α,β)(v́) = f (v́). Hence p f qcs

R,(α,β)(v́) = x f ycs
R,(α,β)(v́). It follows that

p f qcs
R,(α,β) = x f ycs

R,(α,β). We deduce that f is a definable fuzzy set within (V,V, [V]cs
R,(α,β)). �

Definition 3.7. Let f be a fuzzy subset of V and ι ∈ [0, 1]. A ( f , ι, >)-relative whole soft set over V with
respect to A is denoted by (V ( f ,ι,>)

A , A), where V ( f ,ι,>)
A is a set valued-mapping given by V ( f ,ι,>)

A (a) = V ( f ,ι,>)

for all a ∈ A.

Proposition 3.19. Let (V,W, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I, and let f be a fuzzy

subset of V and ι ∈ [0, 1]. Then we have the following statements:

(i) (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A)ecs

R,(α,β) = (V
(p f qcs

R,(α,β),ι,>)

A , A).

(ii) (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A)ccs

R,(α,β) = (V
(x f ycs

R,(α,β),ι,>)

A , A).

Proof. (i) Let a ∈ A, then

v1 ∈ V ( f ,ι,>)
A ecs

R,(α,β)(a) ⇐⇒ [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ V ( f ,ι,>)

A (a) , ∅

⇐⇒ [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ V ( f ,ι,>) , ∅

⇐⇒ f (v2) > ι for some v2 ∈ [v1]cs
R,(α,β)

⇐⇒ sup{ f (v2) : v2 ∈ [v1]cs
R,(α,β)} > ι

⇐⇒ p f qcs
R,(α,β)(v1) > ι

⇐⇒ v1 ∈ V (p f qcs
R,(α,β),ι,>)

⇐⇒ v1 ∈ V
(p f qcs

R,(α,β),ι,>)

A (a).

Hence V ( f ,ι,>)
A ecs

R,(α,β)(a) = V
(p f qcs

R,(α,β),ι,>)

A (a). This implies that (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A)ecs

R,(α,β) = (V
(p f qcs

R,(α,β),ι,>)

A , A).
(ii) Let a ∈ A, then

v1 ∈ V ( f ,ι,>)
A ccs

R,(α,β)(a) ⇐⇒ [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ V ( f ,ι,>)

A (a)

⇐⇒ [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ V ( f ,ι,>)

⇐⇒ f (v2) > ι for all v2 ∈ [v1]cs
R,(α,β)

⇐⇒ inf{ f (v2) : v2 ∈ [v1]cs
R,(α,β)} > ι
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⇐⇒ x f ycs
R,(α,β)(v1) > ι

⇐⇒ v1 ∈ V (x f ycs
R,(α,β),ι,>)

⇐⇒ v1 ∈ V
(x f ycs

R,(α,β),ι,>)

A (a).

Therefore V ( f ,ι,>)
A ccs

R,(α,β)(a) = V
(x f ycs

R,(α,β),ι,>)

A (a). Consequently (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A)ccs

R,(α,β) = (V
(x f ycs

R,(α,β),ι,>)

A , A). �

4. Upper and lower rough approximations of prime idealistic soft semigroups and fuzzy prime
ideals of semigroups

Based on extended approximation spaces, in this section, interesting properties in semigroups are
verified. We use set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relations on semigroups to investigate the upper
(resp., lower) rough approximations of prime idealistic soft semigroups and fuzzy prime ideals of
semigroups. Furthermore, soft semigroup homomorphism problems are examined.

Throughout the remaining of this section, V and W are referred to as a semigroup. Using
Definition 2.12 to extend, we define a novel characteristic of a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relation
from V to V as Definition 4.1 below.

Definition 4.1. Let R := (R−,R±,R+) be a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy relation from V to V. R is
called a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy compatible relation if the following conditions are satisfied:

• For all v, v́, v̀ ∈ V, R+(v́v, v̀v) ⊇ R+(v́, v̀) and R+(vv́, vv̀) ⊇ R+(v́, v̀);
• For all v, v́, v̀ ∈ V, R±(v́v, v̀v) = R±(v́, v̀) and R±(vv́, vv̀) = R±(v́, v̀);
• For all v, v́, v̀ ∈ V, R−(v́v, v̀v) ⊆ R−(v́, v̀) and R−(vv́, vv̀) ⊆ R−(v́, v̀).

Definition 4.2. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type I. If R is a set-valued

picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation, a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation and a
set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy compatible relation, then (V,V, [V]cs

R,(α,β)) is called an approximation
space type II.

Proposition 4.1. If the triple (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) is an approximation space type II, then

([v́]cs
R,(α,β))([v̀]cs

R,(α,β)) ⊆ [v́v̀]cs
R,(α,β) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

Proof. Let v1, v2 ∈ V be given. Suppose v3 ∈ ([v1]cs
R,(α,β))([v2]cs

R,(α,β)), then there exist v4 ∈ [v1]cs
R,(α,β) and

v5 ∈ [v2]cs
R,(α,β) such that v3 = v4v5. Thus, we observe that [v1]s

R,(α,β) = [v4]s
R,(α,β) and [v2]s

R,(α,β) = [v5]s
R,(α,β).

Therefore [v1v2]s
R,(α,β) = [v4v5]s

R,(α,β). In fact, suppose that v6 ∈ [v1v2]s
R,(α,β), then

R−(v1v2, v6) ⊆ α, ∅ ⊂ R±(v1v2, v6) ⊂ [0, 1] and R+(v1v2, v6) ⊇ β.

Since R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation, we have v1 ∈ [v1]s
R,(α,β) and v2 ∈ [v2]s

R,(α,β)
due to Proposition 3.1. Whence v1 ∈ [v4]s

R,(α,β) and v2 ∈ [v5]s
R,(α,β). Thus

R−(v4, v1) ⊆ α,R−(v5, v2) ⊆ α,

∅ ⊂ R±(v4, v1) ⊂ [0, 1], ∅ ⊂ R±(v5, v2) ⊂ [0, 1]

and
R+(v4, v1) ⊇ β,R+(v5, v2) ⊇ β.
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Since R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation and a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy
compatible relation, we obtain that

R−(v4v5, v1v2) ⊆
⋂
v∈V

(R−(v4v5, v) ∪ R−(v, v1v2))

⊆ R−(v4v5, v1v5) ∪ R−(v1v5, v1v2)
⊆ R−(v4, v1) ∪ R−(v5, v2)
⊆ α ∪ α

= α,

R±(v4v5, v1v2) ⊆
⋂
v∈V

(R±(v4v5, v) ∪ R±(v, v1v2))

⊆ R±(v4v5, v1v5) ∪ R±(v1v5, v1v2)
= R±(v4, v1) ∪ R±(v5, v2)
⊂ [0, 1] ∪ [0, 1]
= [0, 1],

R±(v4v5, v1v2) ⊇
⋃
v∈V

(R±(v4v5, v) ∩ R±(v, v1v2))

⊇ R±(v4v5, v1v5) ∩ R±(v1v5, v1v2)
= R±(v4, v1) ∩ R±(v5, v2)
⊃ ∅ ∩ ∅

= ∅

and

R+(v4v5, v1v2) ⊇
⋃
v∈V

(R+(v4v5, v) ∩ R+(v, v1v2))

⊇ R+(v4v5, v1v5) ∩ R+(v1v5, v1v2)
⊇ R+(v4, v1) ∩ R+(v5, v2)
⊇ β ∩ β

= β.

Since R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation, we observe that

R−(v4v5, v6) ⊆
⋂
v∈V

(R−(v4v5, v) ∪ R−(v, v6))

⊆ R−(v4v5, v1v2) ∪ R−(v1v2, v6)
⊆ α ∪ α

= α,
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R±(v4v5, v6) ⊆
⋂
v∈V

(R±(v4v5, v) ∪ R±(v, v6))

⊆ R±(v4v5, v1v2) ∪ R±(v1v2, v6)
⊂ [0, 1] ∪ [0, 1]
= [0, 1],

R±(v4v5, v6) ⊇
⋃
v∈V

(R±(v4v5, v) ∩ R±(v, v6))

⊇ R±(v4v5, v1v2) ∩ R±(v1v2, v6)
⊃ ∅ ∩ ∅

= ∅

and

R+(v4v5, v6) ⊇
⋃
v∈V

(R+(v4v5, v) ∩ R+(v, v6))

⊇ R+(v4v5, v1v2) ∩ R+(v1v2, v6)
⊇ β ∩ β

= β.

Whence v6 ∈ [v4v5]s
R,(α,β). We get that [v1v2]s

R,(α,β) ⊆ [v4v5]s
R,(α,β). Conversely, we can show that

[v4v5]s
R,(α,β) ⊆ [v1v2]s

R,(α,β). It follows that [v1v2]s
R,(α,β) = [v4v5]s

R,(α,β). Thus v3 = v4v5 ∈ [v1v2]cs
R,(α,β).

This shows that ([v1]cs
R,(α,β))([v2]cs

R,(α,β)) ⊆ [v1v2]cs
R,(α,β). �

Generally, we know from Proposition 4.1 that it does not holds for an equality case. In what follows,
we shall consider a specific example.

Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R+),(∅,[0,1])) be a given approximation space type II, where V = {vn := 2n − 1 :

n is a natural number} is a semigroup under the usual multiplication, and R is a set-valued picture
hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation, a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation and a set-valued
picture hesitant fuzzy compatible relation from V to V defined by

R+(v́, v̀) =

[0, 1] if 2|(v́ + v̀),
(0, 1] if 2 - (v́ + v̀),

R±(v́, v̀) =

[0, 1) if 2|(v́ + v̀),
[0, 1] if 2 - (v́ + v̀)

and

R−(v́, v̀) =

∅ if 2|(v́ + v̀),
(0, 1) if 2 - (v́ + v̀)

for all v́, v̀ ∈ V. It is clear that if n is a natural number, then [vn]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]) is a set of all positive odd

integers. In addition, it is clear that ([v́]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]))([v̀]cs

R,(∅,[0,1])) and [v́v̀]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]) are two sets of all positive
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odd integers for all v́, v̀ ∈ V. This implies that ([v́]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]))([v̀]cs

R,(∅,[0,1])) = [v́v̀]cs
R,(∅,[0,1]) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V.

Then we see that the property can be considered as a special case of Proposition 4.1. It leads to the
following definition.

Definition 4.3. Let the triple (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type II. If

([v́]cs
R,(α,β))([v̀]cs

R,(α,β)) = [v́v̀]cs
R,(α,β) for all v́, v̀ ∈ V, then the set [V]cs

R,(α,β) is called a complete collection
induced by R. In what follows, we call R a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy complete relation. In
addition, (V,V, [V]cs

R,(α,β)) is called an approximation space type III if R is a set-valued picture hesitant
fuzzy complete relation.

Proposition 4.2. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type II. If F := (F, A) and

G := (G, B) are soft sets over V, then Fecs
R,(α,β) }Ge

cs
R,(α,β) b (F }G)ecs

R,(α,β).

Proof. Suppose that F := (F, A) and G := (G, B) are soft sets over V. Let H1 := (H1,C1) be a soft
set Fecs

R,(α,β) } Ge
cs
R,(α,β), then C1 = A ∩ B and H1(c) = (Fecs

R,(α,β)(c))(Gecs
R,(α,β)(c)) for all c ∈ C1. Let

H2 := (H2,C2) be a soft set F } G, then C2 = A ∩ B and H2(c) = (F(c))(G(c)) for all c ∈ C2. Now, we
shall verify that H1 b H2e

cs
R,(α,β). Obviously C1 = C2. Let ć be an element in C1, and let v1 ∈ H1(ć). Then

v1 ∈ (Fecs
R,(α,β)(ć))(Gecs

R,(α,β)(ć)). There exist v2 ∈ Fecs
R,(α,β)(ć) and v3 ∈ Gecs

R,(α,β)(ć) such that v1 = v2v3.

Hence, we get that [v2]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ F(ć) , ∅ and [v3]cs

R,(α,β) ∩G(ć) , ∅. Thus, there exist v4, v5 ∈ V such that
v4 ∈ [v2]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(ć) and v5 ∈ [v3]cs
R,(α,β) ∩G(ć). Using Proposition 4.1, we obtain that

v4v5 ∈ ([v2]cs
R,(α,β))([v3]cs

R,(α,β)) ⊆ [v2v3]cs
R,(α,β).

Note that v4v5 ∈ (F(ć))(G(ć)). Then

[v1]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ H2(ć) = [v2v3]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ (F(ć))(G(ć)) , ∅.

Thus v1 ∈ H2e
cs
R,(α,β)(ć). Whence H1(ć) ⊆ H2e

cs
R,(α,β)(ć). Therefore H1 b H2e

cs
R,(α,β), which yields Fecs

R,(α,β) }
Gecs

R,(α,β) b (F }G)ecs
R,(α,β) as desired. �

Proposition 4.3. Let the triple (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type III. If F :=

(F, A) and G := (G, B) are soft sets over V, then Fccs
R,(α,β) }Gc

cs
R,(α,β) b (F }G)ccs

R,(α,β).

Proof. Suppose that F := (F, A) and G := (G, B) are soft sets over V. Let H1 := (H1,C1) = Fccs
R,(α,β) }

Gccs
R,(α,β), then C1 = A ∩ B and H1(c) = (Fccs

R,(α,β)(c))(Gccs
R,(α,β)(c)) for all c ∈ C1. Let H2 := (H2,C2) =

F } G, then C2 = A ∩ B and H2(c) = (F(c))(G(c)) for all c ∈ C2. We shall show that H1 b H2c
cs
R,(α,β).

Clearly C1 = C2. Let ć ∈ C1, and let v1 ∈ H1(ć), then v1 ∈ (Fccs
R,(α,β)(ć))(Gccs

R,(α,β)(ć)). Thus, there exist
v2 ∈ Fccs

R,(α,β)(ć) and v3 ∈ Gccs
R,(α,β)(ć) such that v1 = v2v3. Thus, we obtain that [v2]cs

R,(α,β) ⊆ F(ć) and
[v3]cs

R,(α,β) ⊆ G(ć). Now

[v1]cs
R,(α,β) = [v2v3]cs

R,(α,β) = ([v2]cs
R,(α,β))([v3]cs

R,(α,β)) ⊆ (F(ć))(G(ć)) = H2(ć).

Thus v1 ∈ H2c
cs
R,(α,β)(ć). Hence H1(ć) ⊆ H2c

cs
R,(α,β)(ć). Therefore H1 b H2c

cs
R,(α,β). As a consequence,

Fccs
R,(α,β) }Gc

cs
R,(α,β) b (F }G)ccs

R,(α,β). �

We can now state our main theorems.

Theorem 4.1. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type II. If F := (F, A) is an

idealistic soft semigroup over V, then Fecs
R,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over V.
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Proof. Suppose F is an idealistic soft semigroup over V. Then F(a) is an ideal of V for all a ∈ S uppF.
Let á ∈ S upp(Fecs

R,(α,β)), then by Remark 3.2, we see that

F(á) ⊆ Fecs
R,(α,β)(á) , ∅.

If F(á) = ∅, then it is easy to see that Fecs
R,(α,β)(á) = ∅ due to Proposition 3.9 (ii). This is a contradiction.

It is true that F(á) , ∅. Thus á ∈ S uppF. Suppose v1 ∈ V(Fecs
R,(α,β)(á)). By Proposition 3.9 (i), we obtain

that WVAe
cs
R,(α,β) = WVA . Hence VAe

cs
R,(α,β)(á) = V. By Proposition 4.2, we have WVAe

cs
R,(α,β) } Fe

cs
R,(α,β) b

(WVA } F)ecs
R,(α,β). Now, we define the soft set H1 := (H1,C1) asWVAe

cs
R,(α,β) } Fe

cs
R,(α,β). Then C1 = K ∩ A

and H1(c) = (VAe
cs
R,(α,β)(c))(Fecs

R,(α,β)(c)) for all c ∈ C1. Define H2 := (H2,C2) is a soft setWVA } F. Then
C2 = K ∩ A and H2(c) = (VA(c))(F(c)) for all c ∈ C2. Observe that H1(a) ⊆ H2e

cs
R,(α,β)(a) for all a ∈ A.

Now
V(Fecs

R,(α,β)(á)) = (Vecs
R,(α,β)(á))(Fecs

R,(α,β)(á)) = H1(á) ⊆ H2e
cs
R,(α,β)(á).

Thus, we see that v1 ∈ H2e
cs
R,(α,β)(á). By the assumption, we get that

∅ , [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ H2(á) = [v1]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ (VA(á))(F(á)) ⊆ [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ F(á).

Observe that [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ F(á) , ∅. Hence v1 ∈ Fecs

R,(α,β)(á). Thus V(Fecs
R,(α,β)(á)) ⊆ Fecs

R,(α,β)(á). It follows
that Fecs

R,(α,β)(á) is a left ideal of V. Similarly, we can prove that Fecs
R,(α,β)(á) is a right ideal of V. Therefore

Fecs
R,(α,β)(á) is an ideal of V. Consequently Fecs

R,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over V. �

Theorem 4.2. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type III. If F := (F, A) is

an idealistic soft semigroup over V, then Fccs
R,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over V.

Proof. Suppose F is an idealistic soft semigroup over V. Then F(a) is an ideal of V for all a ∈ S uppF.
Let á ∈ S upp(Fccs

R,(α,β)), then Fccs
R,(α,β)(á) , ∅. Using Remark 3.2, it is easy to verify that á ∈ S uppF.

Suppose v1 ∈ V(Fccs
R,(α,β)(á)). Then, by Proposition 3.9 (i), we obtain that WVAc

cs
R,(α,β) = WVA . Thus

VAe
cs
R,(α,β)(á) = V. From Proposition 4.3, we haveWVAc

cs
R,(α,β)}Fc

cs
R,(α,β) b (WVA}F)ccs

R,(α,β).Now, we define
H1 := (H1,C1) is a soft setWVAc

cs
R,(α,β)}Fc

cs
R,(α,β), then C1 = K∩A and H1(c) = (VAc

cs
R,(α,β)(c))(Fccs

R,(α,β)(c))
for all c ∈ C1. Define H2 := (H2,C2) is a soft setWVA } F, then C2 = K ∩ A and H2(c) = (VA(c))(F(c))
for all c ∈ C2. Thus, we see that H1(a) ⊆ H2c

cs
R,(α,β)(a) for all a ∈ A. Consider

V(Fccs
R,(α,β)(á)) = (Vccs

R,(α,β)(á))(Fccs
R,(α,β)(á)) = H1(á) ⊆ H2c

cs
R,(α,β)(á).

Observe that v1 ∈ H2c
cs
R,(α,β)(á). Since F is an idealistic soft semigroup over V, we get

[v1]cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ H2(á) = (VA(á))(F(á)) ⊆ F(á).

Whence [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ F(á). Hence v1 ∈ Fccs

R,(α,β)(á). Thus V(Fccs
R,(α,β)(á)) ⊆ Fccs

R,(α,β)(á). It is true that
Fccs

R,(α,β)(á) is a left ideal of V. Similarly, we can prove that Fccs
R,(α,β)(á) is a right ideal of V. Therefore

Fccs
R,(α,β)(á) is an ideal of V. As a consequence, Fccs

R,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over V. �

Theorem 4.3. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type III. If F := (F, A) is a

prime idealistic soft semigroup over V, then Fecs
R,(α,β) is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V.
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Proof. Suppose F is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V. Then F is an idealistic soft semigroup
over V. From Theorem 4.1, it follows that Fecs

R,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over V. Thus,
Fecs

R,(α,β)(a) is an ideal of V for all a ∈ S upp(Fecs
R,(α,β)). Now, we let á ∈ S upp(Fecs

R,(α,β)) be given.
Then, by Remark 3.2, we see that

F(á) ⊆ Fecs
R,(α,β)(á) , ∅.

If F(á) = ∅, then it is easy to verify that Fecs
R,(α,β)(á) = ∅ since Proposition 3.9 (ii). This is a

contradiction, and hence F(á) , ∅. Whence á ∈ S uppF, and so F(á) is a completely prime ideal
of V. We shall prove that Fecs

R,(α,β)(á) is a completely prime ideal of V. Let v1, v2 ∈ V. Suppose that
v1v2 ∈ Fecs

R,(α,β)(á). Then [v1v2]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ F(á) , ∅. Since R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy complete

relation, we have
([v1]cs

R,(α,β))([v2]cs
R,(α,β)) ∩ F(á) = [v1v2]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(á) , ∅.

Then there exist v3 ∈ [v1]cs
R,(α,β) and v4 ∈ [v2]cs

R,(α,β) such that v3v4 ∈ F(á). Since F(á) is a completely
prime ideal of V, we have v3 ∈ F(á) or v4 ∈ F(á). Observe that

[v1]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ F(á) , ∅ or [v2]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(á) , ∅.

It follows that v1 ∈ Fecs
R,(α,β)(á) or v2 ∈ Fecs

R,(α,β)(á). Therefore Fecs
R,(α,β)(á) is a completely prime ideal of

V. We deduce that Fecs
R,(α,β) is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V. �

Theorem 4.4. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type III. If F := (F, A) is a

prime idealistic soft semigroup over V, then Fccs
R,(α,β) is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V.

Proof. Suppose F is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V. Then F is an idealistic soft semigroup
over V. From Theorem 4.2, it follows thatFccs

R,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over V. Thus Fccs
R,(α,β)(a)

is an ideal of V for all a ∈ S upp(Fccs
R,(α,β)). Now, we let á ∈ S upp(Fccs

R,(α,β)), then Fccs
R,(α,β)(á) , ∅. By

Remark 3.2, it is easy to prove that á ∈ S uppF. Let v1, v2 ∈ V, assume that v1v2 ∈ Fccs
R,(α,β)(á), then

[v1v2]cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ F(á). Since R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy complete relation, we have

([v1]cs
R,(α,β))([v2]cs

R,(α,β)) = [v1v2]cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ F(á).

Assume that v1 < Fccs
R,(α,β)(á), then [v1]cs

R,(α,β) is not a subset of F(á). Thus, there exists v3 ∈ [v1]cs
R,(α,β) but

v3 < F(á). Observe that, if v4 ∈ [v2]cs
R,(α,β), then

v3v4 ∈ ([v1]cs
R,(α,β))([v2]cs

R,(α,β)) ⊆ F(á),

and so v4 ∈ F(á) since F(á) is a completely prime ideal of V. Here, it is true that [v2]cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ F(á). Thus

v2 ∈ Fccs
R,(α,β)(á). Therefore Fccs

R,(α,β)(á) is a completely prime ideal of V. As a consequence, Fccs
R,(α,β) is a

prime idealistic soft semigroup over V. �

Proposition 4.4. Let f be a fuzzy subset of V, then f is a fuzzy ideal (resp., a fuzzy prime ideal) of V if
and only if (V ( f ,ι,>)

A , A) is an idealistic soft semigroup (resp., a prime idealistic soft semigroup) over V
for all ι ∈ [0, 1].

Proof. Suppose that f is a fuzzy ideal of V. Let ι ∈ [0, 1], and let a ∈ S upp(V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A). Then

V ( f ,ι,>) = V ( f ,ι,>)
A (a) , ∅.
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Then, by Proposition 2.1, we obtain that V ( f ,ι,>) is an ideal of V. Hence V ( f ,ι,>)
A (a) is an ideal of V. It

follows that (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A) is an idealistic soft semigroup over V. In this way, we can prove that if f is a

fuzzy prime ideal, then (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A) is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V. Conversely, assume that

(V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A) is an idealistic soft semigroup over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1]. Then we have V ( f ,ι,>)

A (a) is an ideal of
V for all a ∈ S upp(V ( f ,ι,>)

A , A), ι ∈ [0, 1]. Based on this point, we observe that for all a ∈ A, ι ∈ [0, 1],
if V ( f ,ι,>)

A (a) , ∅, then V ( f ,ι,>)
A (a) is an ideal of V. From Proposition 2.1, once again, it follows that f is a

fuzzy ideal of V. In the same way, we can verify that if (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A) is a prime idealistic soft semigroup

over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1], then f is a fuzzy prime ideal of V. �

Theorem 4.5. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type II. If f is a fuzzy ideal

of V, then p f qcs
R,(α,β) is a fuzzy ideal of V.

Proof. Suppose f is a fuzzy ideal of V. Then, by Proposition 4.4, we have (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A) is an idealistic soft

semigroup over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1]. From Theorem 4.1, it follows that (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A)ecs

R,(α,β) is an idealistic

soft semigroup over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1]. By Proposition 3.19 (i), we get that (V
(p f qcs

R,(α,β),ι,>)

A , A) is an
idealistic soft semigroup over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1]. Using Proposition 4.4, once again, we obtain that
p f qcs

R,(α,β) is a fuzzy ideal of V. �

Theorem 4.6. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type III. If f is a fuzzy ideal

of V, then x f ycs
R,(α,β) is a fuzzy ideal of V.

Proof. From Propositions 3.19 (ii), 4.4 and Theorem 4.2, the statement is easily provided. �

Theorem 4.7. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type III. If f is a fuzzy

prime ideal of V, then p f qcs
R,(α,β) is a fuzzy prime ideal of V.

Proof. Assume f is a fuzzy prime ideal of V. Then, by Proposition 4.4, we have (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A) is a prime

idealistic soft semigroup over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1]. Using Theorem 4.3, it follows that (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A)ecs

R,(α,β)
is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1]. By Proposition 3.19 (i), we get that
(V

(p f qcs
R,(α,β),ι,>)

A , A) is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1]. Using Proposition 4.4,
once again, we obtain that p f qcs

R,(α,β) is a fuzzy prime ideal of V. �

Theorem 4.8. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be a given approximation space type III. If f is a fuzzy

prime ideal of V, then x f ycs
R,(α,β) is a fuzzy prime ideal of V.

Proof. Using Propositions 3.19 (ii), 4.4 and Theorem 4.4, we can verify that the statement holds. �

Proposition 4.5. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) and (W,W, [W]cs

S :=(S −,S ±,S +),(α,β)) be approximation spaces
type I, and let (Θ,Ξ)h be a soft homomorphism from a soft semigroup F := (F, A) over V to a soft
semigroup G := (G, B) over W, where

R−(v́, v̀) = S −(Θ(v́),Θ(v̀)), (4.1)

R±(v́, v̀) = S ±(Θ(v́),Θ(v̀)), (4.2)

R+(v́, v̀) = S +(Θ(v́),Θ(v̀)) (4.3)

for all v́, v̀ ∈ V. Then we have the following statements:
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(i) If v́, v̀ ∈ V, then v́ ∈ [v̀]cs
R,(α,β) if and only if Θ(v́) ∈ [Θ(v̀)]cs

S ,(α,β).

(ii) Θ(Fecs
R,(α,β)(a)) = Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)) for all a ∈ A.

(iii) Θ(Fccs
R,(α,β)(a)) ⊆ Gccs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)) for all a ∈ A.

(iv) If Θ is injective, then Θ(Fccs
R,(α,β)(a)) = Gccs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)) for all a ∈ A.

(v) Ξ(S upp(Fecs
R,(α,β))) = S upp(Gecs

S ,(α,β)).

(vi) Ξ(S upp(Fccs
R,(α,β))) ⊆ S upp(Gccs

S ,(α,β)).

(vii) If Θ is injective, then Ξ(S upp(Fccs
R,(α,β))) = S upp(Gccs

S ,(α,β)).

(viii) R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation, a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy
symmetric relation, a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation and a set-valued picture
hesitant fuzzy compatible relation if and only if S is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive
relation, a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy symmetric relation, a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy
transitive relation and a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy compatible relation, respectively.

(ix) If R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy antisymmetric relation and a set-valued picture hesitant
fuzzy complete relation, then S is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy antisymmetric relation and a
set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy complete relation, respectively.

(x) If Θ is injective, then R is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy antisymmetric relation and a set-
valued picture hesitant fuzzy complete relation if and only if S is a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy
antisymmetric relation and a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy complete relation, respectively.

Proof. (i) Let v1, v2 ∈ V be given. Suppose v1 ∈ [v2]cs
R,(α,β). Then [v1]s

R,(α,β) = [v2]s
R,(α,β). Note that

Θ(v1),Θ(v2) ∈ W. Suppose w1 ∈ [Θ(v1)]s
S ,(α,β). Then there exists v3 ∈ V such that Θ(v3) = w1. We

observe that
R−(v1, v3) = S −(Θ(v1),Θ(v3)) ⊆ α,

∅ ⊂ R±(v1, v3) = S ±(Θ(v1),Θ(v3)) ⊂ [0, 1]

and
R+(v1, v3) = S +(Θ(v1),Θ(v3)) ⊇ β.

Thus v3 ∈ [v1]s
R,(α,β), and so v3 ∈ [v2]s

R,(α,β). Now

S −(Θ(v2),Θ(v3)) = R−(v2, v3) ⊆ α,

∅ ⊂ S ±(Θ(v2),Θ(v3)) = R±(v2, v3) ⊂ [0, 1]

and
S +(Θ(v2),Θ(v3)) = R+(v2, v3) ⊇ β.

Whence Θ(v3) ∈ [Θ(v2)]s
S ,(α,β). Thus, we get [Θ(v1)]s

S ,(α,β) ⊆ [Θ(v2)]s
S ,(α,β). Conversely, we can prove that

[Θ(v2)]s
S ,(α,β) ⊆ [Θ(v1)]s

S ,(α,β). Hence [Θ(v1)]s
S ,(α,β) = [Θ(v2)]s

S ,(α,β). It follows that Θ(v1) ∈ [Θ(v2)]cs
S ,(α,β).

On the other hand, suppose that Θ(v1) ∈ [Θ(v2)]cs
S ,(α,β), then [Θ(v1)]s

S ,(α,β) = [Θ(v2)]s
S ,(α,β). Now, we

assume v4 ∈ [v1]s
R,(α,β), then

S −(Θ(v1),Θ(v4)) = R−(v1, v4) ⊆ α,
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∅ ⊂ S ±(Θ(v1),Θ(v4)) = R±(v1, v4) ⊂ [0, 1]

and
S +(Θ(v1),Θ(v4)) = R+(v1, v4) ⊇ β.

Thus Θ(v4) ∈ [Θ(v1)]s
S ,(α,β). Hence Θ(v4) ∈ [Θ(v2)]s

S ,(α,β). Now

R−(v2, v4) = S −(Θ(v2),Θ(v4)) ⊆ α,

∅ ⊂ R±(v2, v4) = S ±(Θ(v2),Θ(v4)) ⊂ [0, 1]

and
R+(v2, v4) = S +(Θ(v2),Θ(v4)) ⊇ β.

Thus, we get that v4 ∈ [v2]s
R,(α,β). It follows that [v1]s

R,(α,β) ⊆ [v2]s
R,(α,β). Conversely, we can show that

[v2]s
R,(α,β) ⊆ [v1]s

R,(α,β), which yields [v1]s
R,(α,β) = [v2]s

R,(α,β). This implies that v1 ∈ [v2]cs
R,(α,β). The proof is

complete.
(ii) Let a ∈ A and w1 ∈ Θ(Fecs

R,(α,β)(a)). Then there exists v1 ∈ Fecs
R,(α,β)(a) such that Θ(v1) = w1. We

see that [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ F(a) , ∅. Let v2 ∈ [v1]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(a). By item (i), we have Θ(v2) ∈ [Θ(v1)]cs
S ,(α,β) and

Θ(v2) ∈ Θ(F(a)). Since Θ(F(a)) = G(Ξ(a)), we have Θ(v2) ∈ G(Ξ(a)). Thus,

[w1]cs
S ,(α,β) ∩G(Ξ(a)) = [Θ(v1)]cs

S ,(α,β) ∩G(Ξ(a)) , ∅.

Therefore, we get w1 ∈ Gecs
S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)), which yields Θ(Fecs

R,(α,β)(a)) ⊆ Gecs
S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)). Conversely,

we let w2 ∈ Gecs
S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)), then [w2]cs

S ,(α,β) ∩ G(Ξ(a)) , ∅. Let w3 ∈ [w2]cs
S ,(α,β) ∩ G(Ξ(a)), since

Θ(F(a)) = G(Ξ(a)), we have w3 ∈ Θ(F(a)). Thus, there exists v3 ∈ F(a) such that Θ(v3) = w3.

Since Θ is surjective, there exists v4 ∈ V such that Θ(v4) = w2. We see that Θ(v3) ∈ [Θ(v4)]cs
S ,(α,β).

By item (i), we get that v3 ∈ [v4]cs
R,(α,β). Hence [v4]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(a) , ∅. Thus v4 ∈ Fecs
R,(α,β)(a).

Whence w2 = Θ(v4) ∈ Θ(Fecs
R,(α,β)(a)). Therefore Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)) ⊆ Θ(Fecs
R,(α,β)(a)). This implies that

Θ(Fecs
R,(α,β)(a)) = Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)) as required.
(iii) Let a ∈ A be given. Suppose w1 ∈ Θ(Fccs

R,(α,β)(a)). Then there exists v1 ∈ Fccs
R,(α,β)(a) such that

Θ(v1) = w1. Thus [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ⊆ F(a). We shall prove that [w1]cs

S ,(α,β) ⊆ G(Ξ(a)). Let w2 ∈ [w1]cs
S ,(α,β), then

there exists v2 ∈ V such that Θ(v2) = w2. Thus Θ(v2) ∈ [Θ(v1)]cs
S ,(α,β). By item (i), we get v2 ∈ [v1]cs

R,(α,β).

We see that v2 ∈ F(a). Thus Θ(v2) ∈ Θ(F(a)). Since Θ(F(a)) = G(Ξ(a)), we have w2 = Θ(v2) ∈
G(Ξ(a)). It follows that w1 ∈ [w1]cs

S ,(α,β) ⊆ G(Ξ(a)). This implies that Θ(Fccs
R,(α,β)(a)) ⊆ Gccs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)).
(iv) Let a ∈ A and w1 ∈ Gccs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)). Then [w1]cs
S ,(α,β) ⊆ G(Ξ(a)). Since Θ(F(a)) = G(Ξ(a)),

we have [w1]cs
S ,(α,β) ⊆ Θ(F(a)). Since Θ is surjective, there exists v1 ∈ V such that Θ(v1) = w1.

Thus [Θ(v1)]cs
S ,(α,β) ⊆ Θ(F(a)). We shall prove that [v1]cs

R,(α,β) ⊆ F(a). Let v2 ∈ [v1]cs
R,(α,β), then

Θ(v2) ∈ [Θ(v1)]cs
S ,(α,β)due to item (i). Thus Θ(v2) ∈ Θ(F(a)). Then there exists v3 ∈ F(a) such that

Θ(v2) = Θ(v3). Since Θ is injective, we obtain that v2 = v3. Observe that v2 ∈ F(a). Therefore
[v1]cs

R,(α,β) ⊆ F(a). Whence v1 ∈ Fccs
R,(α,β)(a). Thus w1 = Θ(v1) ∈ Θ(Fccs

R,(α,β)(a)). This means that
Gccs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)) ⊆ Θ(Fccs
R,(α,β)(a)). By item (iii), we obtain that Θ(Fccs

R,(α,β)(a)) = Gccs
S ,(α,β)(Ξ(a)).

(v) Assume b́ ∈ Ξ(S upp(Fecs
R,(α,β))). Then there exists á ∈ S upp(Fecs

R,(α,β)) such that b́ = Ξ(á).
Observe that Fecs

R,(α,β)(á) , ∅. Let v1 ∈ Fecs
R,(α,β)(á). By item (ii), we obtain that

Θ(v1) ∈ Θ(Fecs
R,(α,β)(á)) = Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(á)) = Gecs
S ,(α,β)(b́).
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Thus Gecs
S ,(α,β)(b́) , ∅. Therefore b́ ∈ S upp(Gecs

S ,(α,β)). Hence Ξ(S upp(Fecs
R,(α,β))) ⊆ S upp(Gecs

S ,(α,β)).
Conversely, let b̀ ∈ S upp(Gecs

S ,(α,β)), then Gecs
S ,(α,β)(b̀) , ∅. Let w ∈ Gecs

S ,(α,β)(b̀), since Ξ is surjective,
there exists à ∈ A such that Ξ(à) = b̀. Using item (ii), we get that

w ∈ Gecs
S ,(α,β)(b̀) = Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(à)) = Θ(Fecs
R,(α,β)(à)).

Then there exists v2 ∈ Fecs
R,(α,β)(à) such that Θ(v2) = w. Observe that Fecs

R,(α,β)(à) , ∅. Thus
à ∈ S upp(Fecs

R,(α,β)). Hence b̀ ∈ Ξ(S upp(Fecs
R,(α,β))). Whence S upp(Gecs

S ,(α,β)) ⊆ Ξ(S upp(Fecs
R,(α,β))). This

means that Ξ(S upp(Fecs
R,(α,β))) = S upp(Gecs

S ,(α,β)).
Items (vi) − (x) are not hard to verify that arguments are true, so we omit it. �

Theorem 4.9. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) and (W,W, [W]cs

S :=(S −,S ±,S +),(α,β)) be two given approximation
spaces type I, and let (Θ,Ξ)h be a given soft homomorphism from a soft semigroup F := (F, A) over V
to a soft semigroup G := (G, B) over W satisfying Eqs (4.1)–(4.3). Then Fecs

R,(α,β) is an idealistic soft
semigroup over V if and only if Gecs

S ,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over W.

Proof. Suppose that Fccs
R,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over V. Then Fecs

R,(α,β)(a) is an ideal of V for
all a ∈ S upp(Fecs

R,(α,β)). Let b́ ∈ S upp(Gecs
S ,(α,β)), then b́ ∈ Ξ(S upp(Fecs

R,(α,β))) due to Proposition 4.5 (v).
Thus, there exists á ∈ S upp(Fecs

R,(α,β)) such that Ξ(á) = b́. We note that Θ(V) = W. From the hypothesis
and Proposition 4.5 (ii), we observe that

W(Gecs
S ,(α,β)(b́)) = W(Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(á)))
= (Θ(V))(Θ(Fecs

R,(α,β)(á)))
= Θ(V(Fecs

R,(α,β)(á)))
⊆ Θ(Fecs

R,(α,β)(á))
= Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(á))

= Gecs
S ,(α,β)(b́).

Hence Gecs
S ,(α,β)(b́) is a left ideal of W. Similarly, we can prove that Gecs

S ,(α,β)(b́) is a right ideal of W. Thus,
Gecs

S ,(α,β)(b́) is an ideal of W. Therefore, Gecs
S ,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over W.

On the other hand, we suppose that Gecs
S ,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over W. Then Gecs

S ,(α,β)(b)
is an ideal of W for all b ∈ S upp(Gecs

S ,(α,β)). Let à ∈ S upp(Fecs
R,(α,β)) be given. Suppose that v1 ∈

V(Fecs
R,(α,β)(à)). Then, by Proposition 4.5 (ii),

Θ(v1) ∈ Θ(V(Fecs
R,(α,β)(à)))

= (Θ(V))(Θ(Fecs
R,(α,β)(à)))

= W(Gecs
S ,(α,β)(Ξ(à)))

⊆ Gecs
S ,(α,β)(Ξ(à))

= Θ(Fecs
R,(α,β)(à)).

Thus, there exists v2 ∈ Fecs
R,(α,β)(à) such that Θ(v1) = Θ(v2). By Proposition 3.2, we obtain that Θ(v1) ∈

[Θ(v2)]cs
S ,(α,β). From Proposition 4.5 (i), we argue that v1 ∈ [v2]cs

R,(α,β). From Proposition 3.3, we get
[v1]cs

R,(α,β) = [v2]cs
R,(α,β). Observe that [v2]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(à) , ∅. Then [v1]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ F(à) , ∅, and so v1 ∈
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Fecs
R,(α,β)(à). Hence V(Fecs

R,(α,β)(à)) ⊆ Fecs
R,(α,β)(à). Whence Fecs

R,(α,β)(à) is a left ideal of V. Similarly, we
can show that Fecs

R,(α,β)(à) is a right ideal of V. It follows that Fecs
R,(α,β)(à) is an ideal of V. Consequently

Fecs
R,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over V. �

Theorem 4.10. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) and (W,W, [W]cs

S :=(S −,S ±,S +),(α,β)) be two approximation
spaces type I, and let (Θ,Ξ)h be a given soft homomorphism from a soft semigroup F := (F, A) over V
to a soft semigroup G := (G, B) over W satisfying Eqs (4.1)–(4.3). If Θ is injective, then Fccs

R,(α,β) is an
idealistic soft semigroup over V if and only if Gccs

S ,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over W.

Proof. According to Proposition 4.5 (iv), we can show that the statement is true. �

Theorem 4.11. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I, let the triple

(W,W, [W]cs
S :=(S −,S ±,S +),(α,β)) be an approximation space type III, and Let (Θ,Ξ)h be a soft homomorphism

from a soft semigroup F := (F, A) over V to a soft semigroup G := (G, B) over W satisfying Eqs (4.1)–
(4.3). ThenFecs

R,(α,β) is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V if and only ifGecs
S ,(α,β) is a prime idealistic

soft semigroup over W.

Proof. Suppose that Fccs
R,(α,β) is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V. Then Fecs

R,(α,β) is an idealistic
soft semigroup over V. By Theorem 4.9, we obtain that Gecs

S ,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup over
W. Thus, Gecs

S ,(α,β)(b) is an ideal of W for all b ∈ S upp(Gecs
S ,(α,β)). Let b́ ∈ S upp(Gecs

S ,(α,β)), then, by
Proposition 4.5 (v), we obtain that b́ ∈ Ξ(S upp(Fecs

R,(α,β))). Thus, there exists á ∈ S upp(Fecs
R,(α,β)) such

that Ξ(á) = b́. Next, we let w1,w2 ∈ W. Assume that w1w2 ∈ Gecs
S ,(α,β)(b́). Then w1w2 ∈ Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(á)).
Since Θ is surjective, there exist v1, v2 ∈ V such that Θ(v1) = w1 and Θ(v2) = w2. Since S is a set-valued
picture hesitant fuzzy complete relation, we observe

∅ , [w1w2]cs
S ,(α,β) ∩G(Ξ(á))

= ([w1]cs
S ,(α,β))([w2]cs

S ,(α,β)) ∩ Θ(F(á))
= ([Θ(v1)]cs

S ,(α,β))([Θ(v2)]cs
S ,(α,β)) ∩ Θ(F(á)).

Then there exist Θ(v3) ∈ [Θ(v1)]cs
S ,(α,β) and Θ(v4) ∈ [Θ(v2)]cs

S ,(α,β) such that (Θ(v3))(Θ(v4)) ∈ Θ(F(á)). By
the property of Θ, we get that Θ(v3v4) ∈ Θ(F(á)). Thus, there exists v5 ∈ F(á) such that Θ(v3v4) =

Θ(v5). Since Θ(v3) ∈ [Θ(v1)]cs
S ,(α,β) and Θ(v4) ∈ [Θ(v2)]cs

S ,(α,β), by Proposition 4.5 (i), we get that v3 ∈

[v1]cs
R,(α,β) and v4 ∈ [v2]cs

R,(α,β), respectively. By Propositions 4.1 and 4.5 (viii), we get

v3v4 ∈ ([v1]cs
R,(α,β))([v2]cs

R,(α,β)) ⊆ [v1v2]cs
R,(α,β).

By Proposition 3.3, we get [v1v2]cs
R,(α,β) = [v3v4]cs

R,(α,β). From Proposition 3.2, we have Θ(v3v4) ∈
[Θ(v3v4)]cs

S ,(α,β). Thus Θ(v5) ∈ [Θ(v3v4)]cs
S ,(α,β). By Proposition 4.5 (i), we obtain v5 ∈ [v3v4]cs

R,(α,β). Hence
v5 ∈ [v1v2]cs

R,(α,β). Thus, we see that [v1v2]cs
R,(α,β) ∩ F(á) , ∅. Thus v1v2 ∈ Fecs

R,(α,β)(á). By the assumption,
we get that v1 ∈ Fecs

R,(α,β)(á) or v2 ∈ Fecs
R,(α,β)(á). From Proposition 4.5 (ii), it follows that

w1 = Θ(v1) ∈ Θ(Fecs
R,(α,β)(á)) = Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(á)) = Gecs
S ,(α,β)(b́)

or
w2 = Θ(v2) ∈ Θ(Fecs

R,(α,β)(á)) = Gecs
S ,(α,β)(Ξ(á)) = Gecs

S ,(α,β)(b́).
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Whence Gecs
S ,(α,β)(b́) is a completely prime ideal of W. Consequently Gecs

S ,(α,β) is a prime idealistic soft
semigroup over W.

Conversely, assume that Gecs
S ,(α,β) is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over W. Then Gecs

S ,(α,β) is an
idealistic soft semigroup over W. From Theorem 4.9, we get that Fccs

R,(α,β) is an idealistic soft semigroup
over V, and hence Fecs

R,(α,β)(a) is an ideal of V for all a ∈ S upp(Fccs
R,(α,β)). Let à ∈ S upp(Fecs

R,(α,β)) and
v1, v2 ∈ V. Suppose that v1v2 ∈ Fecs

R,(α,β)(à). Then Θ(v1v2) ∈ Θ(Fecs
R,(α,β)(à)). Thus, by Proposition 4.5

(ii), we get

(Θ(v1))(Θ(v2)) = Θ(v1v2) ∈ Θ(Fecs
R,(α,β)(à)) = Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(à)).

By the fact that Gecs
S ,(α,β)(Ξ(à)) is a completely prime ideal of W, we get Θ(v1) ∈ Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(à)) or
Θ(v2) ∈ Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(à)). If Θ(v1) ∈ Gecs
S ,(α,β)(Ξ(à)), then Θ(v1) ∈ Θ(Fecs

R,(α,β)(à)) due to Proposition 4.5
(ii). Thus, there exists v3 ∈ Fecs

R,(α,β)(à) such that Θ(v1) = Θ(v3). By Proposition 3.2, we get that
Θ(v3) ∈ [Θ(v3)]cs

S ,(α,β), which yields Θ(v1) ∈ [Θ(v3)]cs
S ,(α,β). Then, by Proposition 4.5 (i), it follows that

v1 ∈ [v3]cs
R,(α,β). By Proposition 3.3, we have [v1]cs

R,(α,β) = [v3]cs
R,(α,β). Observe that [v3]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(à) , ∅.
Thus [v1]cs

R,(α,β) ∩ F(à) , ∅. Therefore v1 ∈ Fecs
R,(α,β)(à). Similarly, if Θ(v2) ∈ Gecs

S ,(α,β)(Ξ(à)), then v2 ∈

Fecs
R,(α,β)(à). Thus, we obtain that Fecs

R,(α,β)(à) is a completely prime ideal of V. This means that Fecs
R,(α,β)

is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V. �

Theorem 4.12. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I, and let the triple

(W,W, [W]cs
S :=(S −,S ±,S +),(α,β)) be an approximation space type III. Let (Θ,Ξ)h be a soft homomorphism

from a soft semigroup F := (F, A) over V to a soft semigroup G := (G, B) over W satisfying Eqs (4.1)–
(4.3). If Θ is injective, then Fccs

R,(α,β) is a prime idealistic soft semigroup over V if and only if Gccs
S ,(α,β) is

a prime idealistic soft semigroup over W.

Proof. By Proposition 4.5 (iv), we can verify that the statement holds. �

Theorem 4.13. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) and (W,W, [W]cs

S :=(S −,S ±,S +),(α,β)) be two approximation
spaces type I. Let f and g be fuzzy subsets of V and W, respectively, and let ι, κ ∈ [0, 1]. Let (Θ,Ξ)h be
a soft homomorphism from a soft semigroup (V ( f ,ι,>)

A , A) over V to a soft semigroup (W (g,κ,>)
B , B) over W

satisfying Eqs (4.1)–(4.3). Then p f qcs
R,(α,β) is a fuzzy ideal of V if and only if pgqcs

S ,(α,β) is a fuzzy ideal
of W.

Proof. Using Propositions 3.19 (i), 4.4 and Theorem 4.9, we see that

p f qcs
R,(α,β) is a fuzzy ideal of V ⇐⇒ (V

(p f qcs
R,(α,β),ι,≥)

A , A) is an idealistic soft
semigroup over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1]

⇐⇒ (V ( f ,ι,≥)
A , A)ecs

R,(α,β) is an idealistic soft
semigroup over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1]

⇐⇒ (W (g,κ,≥)
B , B)ecs

S ,(α,β) is an idealistic soft
semigroup over W for all κ ∈ [0, 1]

⇐⇒ (W
(pgqcs

S ,(α,β),κ,≥)

B , B) is an idealistic soft
semigroup over W for all κ ∈ [0, 1]

⇐⇒ pgqcs
S ,(α,β) is a fuzzy ideal of W.

Therefore, p f qcs
R,(α,β) is a fuzzy ideal of V if and only if pgqcs

S ,(α,β) is a fuzzy ideal of W. �
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Theorem 4.14. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) and (W,W, [W]cs

S :=(S −,S ±,S +),(α,β)) be two approximation
spaces type I. Let f and g be fuzzy subsets of V and W, respectively, and let ι, κ ∈ [0, 1]. Let (Θ,Ξ)h be
a soft homomorphism from a soft semigroup (V ( f ,ι,>)

A , A) over V to a soft semigroup (W (g,κ,>)
B , B) over W

satisfying Eqs (4.1)–(4.3). If Θ is injective, then x f ycs
R,(α,β) is a fuzzy ideal of V if and only if xgycs

S ,(α,β) is
a fuzzy ideal of W.

Proof. By Propositions 3.19 (ii), 4.4 and Theorem 4.10, this argument is easily provided. �

Theorem 4.15. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I, and let the triple

(W,W, [W]cs
S :=(S −,S ±,S +),(α,β)) be an approximation space type III. Let f and g be fuzzy subsets of V and W,

respectively, and let ι, κ ∈ [0, 1]. Let (Θ,Ξ)h be a soft homomorphism from a soft semigroup (V ( f ,ι,>)
A , A)

over V to a soft semigroup (W (g,κ,>)
B , B) over W satisfying Eqs (4.1)–(4.3). Then p f qcs

R,(α,β) is a fuzzy
prime ideal of V if and only if pgqcs

S ,(α,β) is a fuzzy prime ideal of W.

Proof. Using Propositions 3.19 (i), 4.4 and Theorem 4.11, we observe that

p f qcs
R,(α,β) is a fuzzy prime ideal of V ⇐⇒ (V

(p f qcs
R,(α,β),ι,≥)

A , A) is a prime idealistic
soft semigroup over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1]

⇐⇒ (V ( f ,ι,≥)
A , A)ecs

R,(α,β) is a prime idealistic
soft semigroup over V for all ι ∈ [0, 1]

⇐⇒ (W (g,κ,≥)
B , B)ecs

S ,(α,β) is a prime idealistic
soft semigroup over W for all κ ∈ [0, 1]

⇐⇒ (W
(pgqcs

S ,(α,β),κ,≥)

B , B) is a prime idealistic
soft semigroup over W for all κ ∈ [0, 1]

⇐⇒ pgqcs
S ,(α,β) is a fuzzy prime ideal of W.

It follows that p f qcs
R,(α,β) is a fuzzy prime ideal of V if and only if pgqcs

S ,(α,β) is a fuzzy prime ideal
of W. �

Theorem 4.16. Let (V,V, [V]cs
R:=(R−,R±,R+),(α,β)) be an approximation space type I, and let the triple

(W,W, [W]cs
S :=(S −,S ±,S +),(α,β)) be an approximation space type III. Let f and g be fuzzy subsets of V and

W, respectively, and let ι, κ ∈ [0, 1]. Let (Θ,Ξ)h be a given soft homomorphism from a soft semigroup
(V ( f ,ι,>)

A , A) over V to a soft semigroup (W (g,κ,>)
B , B) over W satisfying Eqs (4.1)–(4.3). If Θ is injective,

then x f ycs
R,(α,β) is a fuzzy prime ideal of V if and only if xgycs

S ,(α,β) is a fuzzy prime ideal of W.

Proof. According to Propositions 3.19 (ii), 4.4 and Theorem 4.12, we can prove that the statement
holds. �

5. Conclusions and discussion

In this work, we have studied the concept of picture hesitant fuzzy relations in terms of picture
hesitant fuzzy sets on infinite sets, which is a new extension of fuzzy relations given by Mathew
et al. [25] in 2020. Then the notion of extended approximation spaces under set-valued picture hesitant
fuzzy relations was proposed as the followings:
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• The basic element of the rough approximation of soft sets constitute upper and lower rough
approximations, boundary regions, definable soft sets and rough soft sets.
• The basic element of the rough approximation of fuzzy sets constitute upper and lower rough

approximations, definable fuzzy sets and rough fuzzy sets.

As a consequence, we proved that the definable soft set and the definable fuzzy set are induced by a
set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy reflexive relation and a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy antisymmetric
relation on a single universe.

In addition, we suggested studying the use of the theory of semigroups to advance in the
investigation of rough soft sets and rough fuzzy sets. We used models in Section 3 to consider upper
and lower rough approximations of prime idealistic soft semigroups over semigroups and fuzzy prime
ideals of semigroups. Then we obtained statements as the followings:

• Every upper rough approximation of a prime idealistic soft semigroup (resp., a fuzzy prime ideal)
is a prime idealistic soft semigroup (resp., a fuzzy prime ideal) based on a picture hesitant fuzzy
reflexive relation, a picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation, and a picture hesitant fuzzy complete
relation.
• Every lower rough approximation of a prime idealistic soft semigroup (resp., a fuzzy prime ideal)

is a prime idealistic soft semigroup (resp., a fuzzy prime ideal) based on a picture hesitant fuzzy
reflexive relation, a picture hesitant fuzzy transitive relation, and a picture hesitant fuzzy complete
relation.

Moreover, we observed that a set-valued picture hesitant fuzzy symmetric relation and a set-valued
picture hesitant fuzzy antisymmetric relation on semigroups are not a sufficient condition for all results.
We used soft homomorphisms to check upper and lower rough approximations of prime idealistic soft
semigroups over semigroups and fuzzy prime ideals of semigroups. Furthermore, we got necessary
and sufficient conditions for upper and lower rough approximations of prime idealistic soft semigroups
over semigroups and fuzzy prime ideals of semigroups.

However, when we consider other types of algebraic structures, the corresponding issues need to
be further proved. Increasingly, in future work, we will adapt the proposed rough approximations
approach to deal with decision problems in semigroups. Furthermore, group decision making under
rough approximation models received more and more attention as the existing literature [37,38]. Thus,
the group decision-making approach based on extended models of this paper is a future research focus.
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